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Chapter IV onclusion ~A Th

Section I - Summary of This Work

Part A) Introduton

In this -ehpte e summarize our investigation of the reflecting

properties of x-ray multilayers. The breadth of this investigation

indicates the utility of the difference equation formalism in the analysis

of such structures. The formalism is particularly useful in analyzing

multilayers whose structure is not a simple periodic bilayer. The

complexity in structure can be either intentional, as in mltilayers made

by in-situ reflectance monitoring, or it can be a consequence of a

degradation mechanism, such as random thickness errors or interlayer

diffusion.

Both the analysis of thickness errors and the analysis of interlayer

diffusion are conceptually simple, effectively one-dimensional problems

t1 4 ___ pose_ Eachproblen has recieved attention "

frm previous mauthors (Shellan, et al. 19781 underwaod and Barbee, 1982),

and in each case we have been able to 8ignif.-antly extend previous work

with an analysis that uses the differenoe equation formalism.

InpO analysis Of in-situ reflectance monitoring,.w provide a
quantitative wderstanding of an experimentally successful process that

has not previously been treated theoretically. --- 4---

• -A
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As 3r-ray multilayers cme into wider use, there will undoubtedly be

an increasing need far a awe precise uderstanding of their reflecting

properties. Thus, 9 ct that in the future more detailed modeling

vili be undertaken of less easily specified structures than those above.
-TAe..As~tM4'j that 'V

-SW believe that am formalism vill continue to prove useful in the

A.. modeling of these more ozplex structures.

One such structure that may be of interest is that of a multilayer

degraded by interfacial roughness. ib d te there has been one direct

experimental indication that roughness produ a detectable effect on

_ mltilayer performance (Spiller et al., 1980, see sec. III-1). We have

used the difference equation formalism to make a preliminary investigation

of the effect of roughness an ualtilayer reflectivity.

Thus far our treatment is not general, in that we only treat certain

limiting aee kinds of toughness that ny or my not resamble the

roughness actually present in multilayers. Further, the formalism that we

.M. use to treat roughness makes new assmptions about the mltilayer

structure in addition to those made in Chapter 11; these new assumptions

are dke to astman (1978), and in effect reduce the three-dimensional

rough structure to a structure that is quasi-one-dimensional. The

applimbility of these new assaitions to x-ray mltilayers is

ons iderably less certain than are those made in sec. 11-1.

4For these two reasons, and for the seke of brevity, we have chosen

not to include this preliminary treatment of roughness in the analysis

presented in Chapter II. The results of Chapters II and III are

summarized in part 3 of this section (sec. IV-).
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We swuumrze our initial Investigation of roughness in part A of N

section 14-21 section D6-2 as a whole deals with suggestions for future

work. In the same section we discuss, in a general way, the basis for

measuremnts with which a future experimental program might characterize

the kinds of defects present in multilayers. The roughness analysis

indicates that roughness of different kinds (along with other kinds of

structural defects) may produoe qualitatively different signatures in the

reflecting properties of sultilayers. Part B of section II cncludes with

sae suggestions for other future investigations based on the results of

the present work.

:'.:.

'1i
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Part 3) Sumary of Chapters II and III

Our analysis is based on a characteristic matrix solution we derive

for the unit oll of an x-ray multilayer (eq. 11-1-14). Our formalim

resembles the Sald-von Laue d6nmical theory of x-ray diffraction in that

it begins with a physical representation of the multilayer in terms of a

spatially varying o2plex dielectric onstant. Unlike the dynamical

diffraction theory, we do not require that the dielectric constant be

periodic; however we do require that it vary only in one dimension. Like

the dynamical theory, our formalism exploits the fundamental optical

property of materials at x-ray wavelengths, in assuming that the

dielectric constant departs only slightly from unity. However, the

explicit characteristic matrix form of our solutions is one that is

coumonly used in predicting the performance of optical msltilayer coatings

(Born and Wolf, 1975).

Since our present interest is in the reflecting properties of

multilayers, we convert eq. 11-1-14 into a difference equation that

propagates the awlitude reflectivity from the Rth cell to the K+lst

cell in nth order; this equation (reproduced from eq. 11-1-20) is

-it i s

N The parameters t, r, and p are essentially oplitude transmittances and

reflectanoes for the cell (they are defined explicitly in eq. 11-1-15).

.

.4
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pig. 1-1-3 shows how this result reserbles the Airy recursion

formula that is often used in optical thin-film calculations; however

eq. V-1-1 exploits the nall departure of the dielectric constant fram

unity in that multiple reflections are represented only in a single

non-linear term in p . Our difference equation hab the advantage of

being written explicitly in terms of the discrete properties of the

separate unit calls.

The case of reflection from ideal periodic x-ray multilayers has been

treated by Vinogradov and Zeldovich (1977), and by Lee (1981). The

solution for the periodic case (given in eq. ii-2-U) is essentially the

Darwin-Prins solution for the reflectivity of an ideal crystal (Jaes,

1965). We have extended previous work on the periodic case only in minor

ways. .4

In sec. 11-2-D we present a detailed analysis of the criterion by

which one chooses the period length that maximizes the absorption-limited

multilayer reflectivity (eq. 11-2-30). We show that this condition is

essentially a Bragg condition (equivalent in the oentrosliutric case to a

result derived by Miller, 1935, for crystalline reflection)r however this

Bragg condition contains a correction for absorption as well as the usual

dispersion correction. We show that this cndition can be sinply *.

expressed as a requirement that the real part of the parameter know as

the equivalent phase thickness be n for a resonance. (The concept of

equivalent parameters is discussed in Knittl. 1976, see also sc. 11-1).

We show that the absorption-dependent term is a consequenoe of phase

changes that occur during multiple reflections within a structure having a

complex index of refraction.

N

' , * , - " -. - -- . - . *,"-,j -.. ' . ., . . . . . -. . - -- -.. . .. ,.- . -. , - ,... . ., , . -~ • . .
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We also derive a condition for maximizing the reflectivity In

secondary degrees of freedom other than the period length (eqs. nl-2-41

and 42)1 this is a generalization of a result for bilayer structures that

has been derived by Vinogradov and Zeldovich (1977). We show that these

secondary optimization conditions obtain only when the period length of

the structure is already optimized.

We used these czmputationally sinple optimization conditions as the

basis for a cputer program that sarched for new aultilayer materials

combinations (see table 11-2-1). The nominal reflectivities attainable

with these new materials are usually significantly higher than those

attainable with the more ommon materials choice of tungsten and carbon

(the reflectivities of the new materials c inations are plotted in red

in fig. 11-2-4. the maximm reflectivities attainable with tungsten and

carbon are plotted in fig. 11-2-5).

Nickel is found by the search program to be a good high index

material for the region around X - 50A. (Nickel is not included at 50A

in table 11-2-1 because table 11-2-1 lists only the best combination for

each wavelength; however nickel was first choice of the search program at

50A when the program was modified to maximize integrated reflectivity).

In a preliminary effort to test this prediction of our search

programi, Spiller (1"2a) has made an evaluation of the effective roughness

in individual nickel layers using a technique described in Broers and

Spiller (1980a, 1980b). He has found that nickel layers appear to have

approximately the ame low level of roughness as do carbon layers.

Rover, with that partial exception, the results of table 11-2-1 have yet

'4 **I - . .a.,- •*. •. .. -...................... . . . . ..a- .,%" : .. a.': a, , , . -".?.. . .'.-a -. '.'...--..-.... ..... .. ,_... .. .- ...,, .:-...-



to be tested epertmentally.

in sec. 11-3 we discuss the apprmdaate scaling of the reflecting

properties of tungsters-carbon wltilayers with wavelength, 2d-spacing, and

angle of incidence. We show that the optmnwm ratio in thickness between

high and low index layers does not depend strongly on wavelength. (It is

also independent of 26-spacing, angle of incidence, and polariation.)

We show that the number of layer pairs N required to approach

absorption-linited reflectivity (as distinguished from J, the nmber of

layer pairs actually present in a particular miltilayer), Is approcimately
. -

(A)

For a given 26-spacing N is thus apprcoximately independent of wavelength

and angle of incidence. Eq. 114-1-2 also implies that the spectral

resolution EX/ scales quadratically with 26-spacing.

in eq. 11-3-23 we showi that the acceptance angle in radians of a

tungsten-carbon miltilayer scales approximately as

s o 1 (smA ) ( z - 1 - 3 )

,sin

n thus h -s a symmtric character in the grazing and normal incidene

regimes. (In these two regimes the acceptance angle is also larger than

.°

angl d ncieno. W shw tat he ptium ti in th -ns . et e

highand ow ndexlayr..des ..... pen -ton. on ..... g. (ti _-.



at intermediate angles of incidence.)

In sec. 11-4 we discuss the utility of defect-free designs that are

no-periodic. Through a combrination of mathmatical demonstration and

numerical sinulation, we find strong indications that the use of aperiodic

designs will not yield increased reflectivities in the x-ray regime.

In sec. 11-4 we show that ran-periodic multilayers which are

optimized in the layer-by-layer fashion discussed by Carniglia and

fel (1980) will not be able to attain quite as high a reflectivity as

will the optimmum periodic structure. (Fr exule, in a 67.A&

tungsten-carbon ultilayer, A R/R. N 0.15). ultilayers made with the

in-situ reflectance monitoring technique devised by Spiller et al. (1980)

will also suffer this slight loss in reflectivity relative to the

theoretical limit, unless the deposition conditions are adjusted slightly

in cumensation.

In sec. 11-5 we use our formalism to analyze the problem of random

thickness errors in the layers of an x-ray multilayer. We treat the met

straightforward cas in which the errors in the different layers are

random and unoorelated. (We refer to this case as "accumulating'

thickness errors).

We have bon able to significantly extend previous work on the

problem (Shellan, 1978). hoept in assming a wall coupling constant,

Shellan's perturbation treament does not apply to the x-ray regime where

absorption, and operation way from the dielectric Bragg condition, must

usually be considered. Further, our analysis is not based on a

perturbation treatment, so we are able to consider errors that are large

. -,

* " . • . o. .. C........ .... '* *. . .*\ *j
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enough in qar ison with the layer thicknesses to cause a substantial

degradation in reflectivity.

Our treatment is based n a deomposition c the Oplitude

reflectivity into what are essentially coherent and incoherent parts;

S<p > + . By neglecting cubic and higher powers in we obtain

a solution foe the coherent reflectivity < e > that is rigorously

accurate in the limits c both large and small thickness errors, and thai

tends also to be quite aocurate in the intermediate regime.

This solution is presented in eq. 11-5-42; an approximate

steady-state version that has a qualitatively correct scaling is here

reproduced from eq. 11-5-27

Here A4. is essentially the absorption per cell (defined in

eq. 11-1-15), and <& 1> is the variance in the unit cell thickness
caused by the random errors ( >is in phase units as defined in

eq.eq. 22-5-3)..,'

The s in the denominator of eq. IV-1-4 represents the limitation

isposed by absorption on the number of layers that can participate in the

coherent reflection process. Through the <A 1 > term, the thickness

errots thus Iupose a parallel limitation on the number of participating

layers; this second limitation results from the random-walk accumulation

41'" : ". ' ., ' , , .,' .* ' , . - , . - ." .'., . . . . .".". . . . . . . .". " . . .
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of dephasing.

Our solution for the incoherent reflected omqxxent is given in

eq. 11-5-45; sec. 11-5 also ontains a discussion in physical terms of the

generation of this omponent. In eq. 11-5-49 we derive a tolerance on the

3.5 random thickness error per cell CT allowed in x-ray multilayers
.'I

3 4 1 0 ' ( d0 : - 1

Spiller et al. (1980) have developed an in-situ reflectance

monitoring technique (ISI94) that eliminates the random-walk accumulation

of dephasing; this group has verified experimentally that ISF4

substantially increases the number of layers that can suc-essfully be

fabricated in an x-ray multilayer.

In order to provide a quantitative explanation of this effect, we

attempt in sec. 11-6 to model the complex ISRM process. We refer to the

residual kind of thickness error that can occur in such multilayers as

"non-accumulating" thickness errors.

In eq. 11-6-15 (together with eqs. 11-6-6,7 and 8), we present a

difference equation that propagates the expectati.n value of the amplitude

reflectivity from cell to cell in the presence of non-accumulating errors.

(This equation is deterministic in the sense that it ontains only the

variance of the random errors).

'-

V.
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This equation is only applicable under special ond' tions; 0

; specif ically, errors In the high-index layers (which are truncated at ;i
p t sigal)

negligible, and the ISN beam is treated as linearly polarized. (In

addition the equation assumes the same Gaussian statistics for all layers,

but in this respect the analysis is readily generalized.)

In sec. 11-6 we also present a phenomenological treatment of

non-accumlating errors that can include both the effects of errors in the

high index layers, and of an unpolarized probe beam.

-' In the steady-state limit that the number of layers is large, the

reflectivity uder our phenomenological model satisfies a Darwin-Prins

solution. In the special case where the errors in the L and H layers are

equal, this solution is

r. e

9 , e

Here < > is the variance in the phase error for each interface.

According to eq. IV-l-6 the reflectivity in each cell is degraded by a

Debye-Waller factor; such a factor also represents the degradation in

x-ray reflectivity that results fram the randam displacement of the atoms

in a diffracting crystal (James, 1965, chapter V).

.
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Debye-Waller factors can also arise when multilayer reflectivity is

degraded by interlayer diffusion. If " multilayer suffers diffusion of

a kind where its ideal, sharp-interface structure Is convolved with a

smoothening function, then the reflectivity of the cell (r. in eq. IV-l-6)

will be multiplied by the transform of the smothening function (the

transform will be a Debye-Waller factor if the smoothening function is

Gaussian).

Thus, interlayer diffusion as wl as non-accumulating errors can be

modeled with expressions like eq. IV-l-6.

This Jmplies that the unit cells in the randomly disturbed structure

interact together in the me way as do a corresponding set of cells

having an "averaged" structure. This can be shown to be true because the

4. incoherent reflectivity ' of the random structure is quite small with

non-accumulating errors.

We should acknowledge at this point the previous treatment of

interlayer diffusion made by Underwood and Barbee (1982).

They treat the problem of reflection from a diffused multilayer by

modeling each graded interface as a stack of very thin homogeneous layers

("laImnaes). They then propagate the amplitude reflectivity through each

of the icrolayers numerically using the standard (non x-ray) Airy

recursion formula. Such a treatment viii be broadly consistent with the

treatment we have made, so long as the interfacial gradient is chosen in

such a way that the total mass per unit cell is independent of the extent

of diffusion (i.e. t. is constant).

.,
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one limitation of the analis presented in capter i i that the -

multilayer structures considered are all one-dimensional; I.e. the

structures vary only in the direction norml to the substrate. This

limitation is fundamental to the characteristic matrix formalism (Born and

Wolf, 1975, p.51).

At the present early stage in the development of x-ray multilayers,

this limitation has not proven unduly restrictive, since in chapter II we

have been able to significantly extend previous analyses of a number of

basic effects that are only beginning to be investigated experimentally.

Bowever, in the future the one-dimensionality of the formalim may prove

more restrictive.

Eastuan (1978) has shown that one can apply what are essentially
.4."

algorithms for the analysis of one-dimensional thin-film structures to the

analysis of multilayers containing interfacial roughness (a

three-dimensional structure) in the special case where the roughness has a

very gradual variation within the layers. We have used similar physical

assumptions to make a preliminary investigation of roughness in x-ray

multilayers; this investigation is discussed in sec. V-2 below.

Another limitation in our analysis is that it requires that the

interaction of each unit cell with the radiation field is weak. Our

formalism therefore becomes invalid as the grazing incidence regime is

approached; the fractional error e introduced with our formalism is of

order

| %Id%"
(N-I-"

e . .....
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where 4 is the angle of incidence to the surface in radians.

Finally, we note that our analysis of nun-accwuulating thickness

errors is somewhat more tentative than the other topics treated. This may

be a useful area for future research, but the oiplexity of the 8M

process suggests that a more detailed analysis is likely to be most

successful if made in conjunction with a parallel experimental

investigation.

.4
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in Chapter III we discuss applications fc x-ray multilayers. We

find that in general, the reflectivity of ualtilayers will be strongly

limited by absorption throughout the soft x-ray region. Our calculations

indicate that the absorption-limited reflectivity can be at most 0.8, and

that reflectivities will usually be considerably lower unless new

materials combinations prove feasible.

The weak interaction of the layer materials with the radiation will

cause x-ray multilayers to have a narrow spectral bandwidth. However, at

longer wmvelengths (K-lOO&}, and at normal incidence, a aultilayer

focussing element can have a fairly large aperture (typically f/3).

The nultilayer acceptance angle decreases as the 2d-spacing or angle

of incidence to the surface is reduced (so long as the latter is greater

than 45 ). If the wavelength is less than about 40i, structural defects

are likely to prohibit operation at normal incidence. The largest

possible acceptance angle is then obtained near grazing incidence. At

such angles, geometrical aberrations Impose strong additional limitations

on the performance of focussing elements.

We should note that despite these limitations, multilayers are likely

to prove quite attractive in ourparison with alternative optical

technologies for the soft x-ray regime, in certain applications.

Chapter III discusses the specific application of multilayers to the

problem of constructing an optical cavity for future x-ray lasers. The

most promising cavity configuration appears to be one based on s-ltilayers

whose structure is optimized for maximum reflectivity at normal incidence;

in such a cavity each single loss upon reflection is ompensateJ for by a

i..!

4.'.

y~~y -- .--, ~ ~- . .. . - .. - . .. . .
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pass through the ulifier. The tolerance an systematic error in

6-spacing that must be satisfied to achieve resonance at normal incidence

is (reproduced from eq. 111-2-1)

-6 3
Id.l - 1.3 :10 -(zd.) ) (-L

(A) (A)

Damage may be an Inportant consideration in an x-ray laser cavity.

As an exuyle we consider preliminary experiments carried out at the

Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE) of the University of Rochester

(Shagavatula and Yaakobi, 1978, Conturie, 1982); vwe estimate that if these

experiments can be scaled up to produce a true x-ray laser, the

permissible thermal loading on the mirrors will limit nanosecond x-ray

laser pulses to energies of order 8-10 "  Joules.

Since, in the scheme considered, the beam aperture will probably be
considerably smaller than the mirror substrates, it may be possible to use

the mirrors in a quasi-one-shot mode, in which only a small portion of the

substrates are exposed in each shot.

The most attractive alternative to a cavity configuration based on

normal incidence multilayers may be the ring cavity devised by Bremer and

aihola (1980), in which a large number of specular reflections are used -

to return the beam to the umplifier (fig. III-2-2b). We have written a

corputer program to search for optimum materials for the ring cavity; the

results listed in table 111-2-1 indicate that efficiencies as high as 0.4

.4~i
.4• .o
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In sec. 111-3 we onsider the possible use of x-ray multilayers in a

Kirkpatrck-saez short-wavelength ( V U 2A) x-ray microscope (Kirkpatrick

and Baez, 1948). At present such systems use single layer coatings

illminated at very glancing angles. Ikltilayer coatings might be useful

as a means of operating such a system at an increased angle of incidence

to the surface (this would reduce the geometrical aberrations of the

focussing elements); however our analysis of the LLE system indicates that

one will have to accept a trade-off between collection aperture (limited

by spherical aberration) and field of view, since the larger angles of
incidence that will reduce spherical aberration will also reduce the

acceptance angle of the coatings.

We have designed multilayer coatings to convert the Kirkpatrick-Baez.0
system in use at ILE to operation at 1.66A. The principal difficulty in 1

fabricating such a coating is likely to be the need for an absolute

"4, thickness accuracy of about 1A per layer (the layer thicknesses are about

40A), with the exact thickness required being strongly dependent on the

optical constants of the layers. The tolerance is determined primarily by

the need to accurately align the narrow zone of high reflectance with the

optical axis.

11" Le

.4%

° - . .. I.
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Section IV-2 - Suggestions for Future Work

Part A) Interfacial Roughness

As x-ray multilayers oe into wider use, there is likely to be an

increasing interest in using experimental measurements of performance to

characterize uultilayer structures in detail (see part 3 below). The

methodology and analysis presented in chapter 11 provide both tools for

such future modeling, and an indication of the range of effects that will

have to be accounted for.

With the possible exception of our neglect of interfacial roughness,

we have attempted in Chapter II to form more or less as comprehensive a

theoretical treatment of x-ray multilayers as is reasonable at the present

early stage of experimental investigation.

Jiultilayers containing interfacial roughness will have a

three-dimensional structure, to which the one-dimensional formalism of

Chapter II can only be applied in special cases. Further, in the absence

of contrary experimental evidence, it is impossible to rule out any of an

enormous range of possible magnitudes and statistical correlations for the

roughness; these parameters might vary from interface to interface, and

the statistical correlations might extend between the interfaces as well

as within the.

In this section we present a brief summary of a preliminary

investigation we have made of certain limiting case roughness models (see

fig. IV-2-1); these models may be representative of the categories of

roughness that could be encountered in practice, so that our analysis may

• "o
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serve an a basis fer future work.

Eastman (1978) has developed numerical matrix methods to treat the

effect of interfacial roughness in optical mltilayers. le have used

similar physical assumptions to treat certain kinds of roughness in

periodic x-ray multilayers analytically. These physical assumptions are

discussed more fully in Appendix 14. In effect, our model assumes that

the near-field reflected amplitude above any point an the multilayer's

surface can be calculated (in principle) by inserting local values for the

layer properties into a one-dimensional formalirn. Such a scalar model of

the roughness requires that the transverse autooorrelation length of the

roughness be large comnpared to the layer thicknesses. Carniglia (1981)

provides a review of Eastman's formalism and physical assumptions, and 4.

extends Eastman's formalism to the treament of what he calls "additive

roughness" (which we call *roughening films'; see below), and bulk

scattering.
o-S

Elaon (1979) discusses the limitations of scalar scattering theory in

oomparison with more rigorous theories (in the context of single-surface

reflection). In general, we expect the scalar theory to be best at

predicting total specular and diffuse reflectivities, and at predicting

the angular distribution of the diffusely reflected beam at angles close

to the specular beam; it cannot predict polarization effects.

We also note that the use of a one-dimensional scalar formalism to

treat the field within the multilayer is shown in Appendix 14 to be valid

only when the separation between the specular and diffuse beams is within

the acceptane angle of the sultilayer. Since the acceptance angle is

likely to be of the order of the field of view in imaging applications,
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the scalar ndel is aWlicable to the probem of resolution degradation
viascteig

One disadvantage (in the X-ray context) of existing vector analyses

of sultilayer roughness is that they are first-order perturbation theories

(Blsow, 1977; Dousquet et al., 1981; Eluon et &1., 1980), and so cannot

treat roughness large enough to substantially degrade the reflectivity.

in addition, first-Order perturbation theories take the scattered beam to

be driven by the undegraded one-dizuensional electromagnetic field. They
therefore D not calculate the hange In transuission or absorption of

this aie-dimensional field, and so cenniot be used to calculate the

degradation in specular reflectivity.

Zastuan's (1978) matrix method is based on what is in essence a

sophisticated Taylor expansion (carried out in a cne-damnsional 5

formalism), of the reflectivity in term of successive poers of the

interfacial displacem~ents that correspond to the rough features. Zastman

derives systematic numeical procedures with which to evaluate the terms

in such an expansion. At second order one can obtain the lowest order

term for the &egradation In specular reflectivity.

In the x-ray cuse, our analytic expessions for the ref lectivity of

rough periodic uultilayers dD not result from ay kind of expansion of the

reflectivity in term of the roughness heights, and so w can readily

treat the effect of large rougns.

One kind of mltilayer roughness that has been treated with the

scalar theory is that which Eastman (1978) calls identical films", in

which all layers are onnsidered to reproduce a uinroughness profile

.5.. *~K** 5 * - 5 .. j~.~ ~.....: .:.jx- *.-* - . -. -. *.. . . .
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(generally that Of the substrate, see fig. IV-2-1). The autocorrelation .

length of the roughness in the longitudinal direction is therefore very

large. HEelbich, Segmuller, and Spiller (197.:, and Barbee (1982), have

modeled the oberved degradation in x-ray mltilayer reflectivity with the

sam expression as results from the identical film Model (eq. M-1-1).

The analysis of the identical films case is the sane in both the

x-ray and optical regimes. Essentially, the near-field reflected

wavefront is found to undergo the same kind of phase deformations as does

a wavefront reflected from a single rough surface.

We have modeled two kinds of non-identical roughness in which the

longitudinal autocorrelation length is very mall, so that the roughness

contributions from the different layers are either completely

uncorrelated, or correlated across only a sall number of layer pairs. We

-refer to the to as *roughening films" and *moothening films'.

Roughening films and moothening films have been analyzed by Carniglia

(1981), who refers to them as 'additive" and 'unc rrelated" roughness,
respectively. We have also modeled rough films of a kind we call

%columnar films" which, like identical films, have a very large

longitudinal autocorrelation length. The four roughness models are

illustrated scematically in fig. IV-2-1.

In the cmase of roughening films, we assume that the errors in the

local layer thicknesses above each point on the surface cause a cumulative

ephasing, so that the absolute roughness of the top layer increases in a

random walk fashion as more layers are added. One may consider the

formation of these films to be such that the granularity introduced by

9o

o4
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each layer is added independently to a baseline of roughness established

by proceeding layers.

Under the assumptions of the scalar nodel, the near-field umplitude

under roughening films is given by our solutioN for one-dimensional

accumulating randou thickness errors, derived in sec. 11-5. The far field

coherent amplitude reflectance is obtained by evaluating:

" -'

co9 dxdy[< 42i (XY e 9 Rol

-;xA o9e -kye • • ] ( -z-1)

We have defined <q(AO, i) > in such a way that its magnitude

squared is the far-field power per unit area divided by the incident power

per umit area. In letting the limits on the integrals go to infinity, we

neglect diffraction from the edges of the multilayer.

In eq. IV-2-1, x and y are oordinates along the surface, r is the

distance from x,y to the observation point, and ~ x,y) is the

near-field amlitude as measured at the upper surface of the multilayer

(fig. !V-2-2). This upper surface is rough, so the factor
zp z; AqP(u,y)) must be used to prOpagate 9 (,y) to a mean plane,

-US X Y
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where the far-field WIPlitude can properly be evaluated via the Fourier

transform. This equation is derived in more detail in Appendicies 14

and 15. Similar results are derived by Eastmn (1978) and

Carniglia (1981).

We assume that the statistical properties of the roughness do not

vary across the surface. Thus, assuming as we have that the expectation

value can be interchanged with the transform, the transform's argument is

independent of x and y, and <? (A , ) will be a delta-function of

the angle of reflection. (As noted, we neglect diffraction fram the

mirror boundaries.)
L< fore be identified as the specular

reflectivity. The asswiptions of the scalar scattering theory thus permit

reduction of the problem to one dimension, where our difference equation

formalism can be exploited. Our expression for < e s.i > in

the soft x-ray regime is derived in Appendix 15, and is

<eQ.(,y) -".

Z; (.7- X) -Z(! -t<AqL>

+ 
>

where < > (the near-field oerent reflectivity) is given by"

=4
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eq. 11-5-35, and i is given by eq. 11-5-15. This expression asmes that

absorption has reached its steady-state value.

A diffuse beam is also present. The total intensity of the diffuse

and specular beams is determined by the total absorption, which is the
same as in the case of one-dimensional rand=m thickness errors

(sec. 11-5).

The diffuse beam can be regarded as radiation that has been

diffracted from the rough structure inpressed on the near-field reflected

wavefront. This rough structure is represented by variations in the

near-field phase and applitude, which are caused by rough features in the

underlying multilayer. The transverse scale-length of these features

determines the angular spread of the diffuse beam.

If, under roughening films, the transverse variations in layer phase

thickness obey a Gaussian bivariate distribution with autocorrelation

CT (v), where

,ii

jT

,(V) X , >--

2 )

with

it 
.-z
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then we find (Appenicies 14 an0 1S) that the diffuse beam is given by

I, ,,.,. dv.,V. < (,E,y) f' Cy,)>

00 &a+

"-----

where W. is the incident power, dWD;w $e  is the power scattered into

the solid angle df -d (A) dy, and where, for roughening f ilbs, we

have defined

.7.3 3 -l

We find (Apendix 15)

-J.

4

< 0oY) (,s"y;>"

-ZR { K(<A lf>) [FM.AKC(v) < AP>

1-6-M(F -)

-&,1<at>I' [,,KC' (V)<A9 1 > - M]}

(rn-I-?)
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where

a~~~ (K1).rp

akt>

N o*1(.( -1 <. 2>( v

m1 $ic ZK1(AI <AIt

At setA(K-i
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We have also developed an analytic model for the kind of roughness we

call "smoothening f ilms (f ig. Iv-2-l). Such f ilms, may be onsaidered to

have a leveling nature during some stage of formation, but to nanetheless

possess an intrinsic roughness after formation is omplete. We amsider

5' the resulting rough interfaces to vary randomly with zero mean about the

defect-free interfacial planes.

We therefore assume that an error in the local thickness that a layer

has at some position on the reflector will (on average) be oipensated for

in the thickness of the next layer deposited.

Smoothening film are thus analogous to nan-accunulating randm

thickness errors under the penomenological model of sec. 11-6-C. The

mathematical analysis of moothening films is carried out in Appendix 14.

We show there that the specular reflectivity in the presence of

smoothening films is given by

1_e1

< >-< = -• -<.> e .:

where .'.

2- 5, ..,'.".

1< > 1 -> .*-, e r, aa.-s
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and

>
r.~ e < s."

5 o - re<p > (I-z--1)

Eq. V-2-9 assumes Gaussian statistics for the roughness. < > is the

variance in the phase error per interface.

In the case of smoothening films we have made a preliminary

investigation of the effect of finite longitudinal autocorrelations on the

magnitude of the diffusely scattered radiation; in other words, we allow

the rough features in the interfaces to be orrelated across a small "-..

number of layers. The reflectivity of the group of layers within one

longitudinal autocorrelation length must be mall ompared to one

(implicitly defining an upper limit for the autooorrelation length), and,

at a minimum, the roughness must be strongly correlated across the two

interfaces of at least one of the two layers in each layer pair.

We find that the fraction of the total power scattered into the

diffuse b a r Is

Diffuse e I')A-1 -Re '<

... .. ............
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where

B =  - 4 <  >  4 > L

Soo-

Here C (a) is the longitudinal autocorrelation function defined by

L ,

< ,, , > = c..~ I, ".::

.4.

(Gaussian statistics are again assusd), If CL Cs) has a width sy

the nuber of oells within one longitudinal autocorrelation length will be

Sardor 2s * P 1 (s is non-negative). According to sq. IV-2-12, the

diffusely scattered intensity will scale approximately linearly with this

quantity.

In the case longitudinally moorrelated roughness, the angular

distribution in dhe diffuse hem is given by eq. rV-2-5 with the kernal

(for imothening films)

< f.

.- - ''","-',c .e -. . -,. .-. . ..
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reflectivity is. much larger with smothening fils than with roughening.'

(in the case of roughening films, the horizontal axis in the figure"

represents the IM roughness increment added by each unit cell.)

The leveling property of smothening film causes the intensities of

the aif fuse an specular beams to beoe equal only at a level of

roughness where dhe total ref lectivity has been decreased quite -

subtantially (via an increase in absorption). In contrast, with """

roughening films, the two become equal at a roughness level where the

total reflectivity is only moderately decreased. With identical f ilms, .

the total reflectivity is unaffected by the magnitude of the roughness. --

with film of both the roughening and smoothening types, the total '£

aboorption reaches a steady-state level as more and more layers are added. .-

radiation in the specular beam steadily decreases, since the upper i:

surfaces get steadily rougher.

4"

L'i

S. I
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* EFFECT OF ROUGHNESS -
REFLECTION INTO SPECULAR BEAM UI 4

0.3

W/C Multlayer
dw =7.6 A dc 26.5 A
6 = 0* 250 layer pairs

"Identical Films"

.-
cc

0.1

"RomugthnnnggFFilm"

0.01.

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

RMS ROUGHNESS PER UNIT CELL (A)
* (For roughening films, abscissa Is roughness Increment per cell)

X282 Figure IV-2-3
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The acceptance angle Of mltilayers with moothening f ilms is not

greatly Influenced by the *5 magnitude of the roughness. In the case of

roughening films, the acceptance angle is increased in somewhat the sane

way as vould be caused by an increase in the layer bulk absorption

constants.

We note that the effect oE smoothening films is very similar to that

of interlayer diffusion. As in the case of ncn-accumulating thickness

errors, this is a consequenoe of the relatively sml intensity of the

diffuse or incoherent bean. The intensity of the diffuse beam will

usually be nall compared to that of the specular beam under moothening

films, even though the specular reflectivity may be considerably less than

it would be in the absence of roughness. The main effect of the roughness

in the smoothening films case is to cause an increase in absorption, not

an increase in scattering. This is because the diffusely scattered

c€3ponents from the different interfaces add incoherently, and incoherent

scattering is a weak process in the x-ray regime.

it-
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We have also mAde a preliminary analysis of a kind of roughrtess we
call Ocolimar films* (fig. rV-2-1). Nore the growth rate of the films is
assued to vary randcmly cross the substrate surface, so that the

roughness of the upper interface increases linearly as more layers are

added. Such a linear increase has been observed in thin single films of

Au and AuPd (not multilayers) by Broers and Spiller (1980a, 1980b).

In the case of colwwr films we have only calculated the specular

reflectivity, which we show in Appendix 15 to be given by (assuming

Gaussian statistics)

• " L

4i%~~6 <0(-) -<>2 <AK>
i<t>e e

]ZA <AX
X ;<t> [ ;<t>?

, 1 '(- L-16) "

where is the defect-free solution of sq. 1-2-13, <AK > is the

variance in growth rate (i.e. <Ad > / < d > ). and is the error

function in the €mplex plane

0.4..

* --

w

die) (2- Z-17)
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where the path is arbitrary. Eq. 1-2-16 is based on the apprcrimate

results in ess. 11-3-1 and 2, and no is less accurate than the results for

smoothening films and roughening films. zq. 1V-2-16 is plotted for our

usual exaple (tungsten-carbn multilayer at 67.61) in fig. W-2-4.

In terms of the above omarison between roughening films and

wucothening films, the characteristics of colunar films tend to resemble

those of roughening films; however the scaling with roughness height and

with J is different.

We note that the effect on specular reflectivity of substrate

roughness acting in oombination with any of the other three roughness

models my be modeled by multiplying the specular reflectivity by a
Debye-Waller factor. (More precisely, this represents the uncorrelated

superposition of an invariant roughness profile of the identical films

kind with one of the other types of roughness). Such a oubination of

identical films and roughening films has been termed 'partially

correlated" films by Elaon et al. (1980).

.2
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EFFECT OF ROUGHNESS -REFLECTION

INTO SPECULAR BEAM *

0.25

W/C Multilayer
dw =7.e6A dc 26-s A

0.20- 6 =0 250 layer pairs
X =67.6 A

ju 0.15

W "Columnar Films"

cc
0.10

0 0.05 - ;.

0.0 2 x 10- 4 I04 6x1- 04 11

RMS VARIATION IN GROWTH RATE

X32 Figure IV-2-4
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Part B) Future Work

Our analysis suggests that different kinds of defects in x-ray

nultilayers may produce characteristic signatures in the reflecting

properties. Such signatures might enable one to evaluate the reflecting

structure present in a particular multilayer.

We will now smuarize these characteristic properties.

Accumulating random thickness errors (one-dimensional) will produce

no diffuse beam, but will produce a significant anamolous broadening of

the bandwidth as the 2d-spacing is decreased. (Howver, this broadening

will be relative to the trend of eq. 11-3-21). Non-accumulating

one-dimensional errors will likewise produce no diffuse beam, but will

produce a smaller change in bandwidth than accumulating errors,

particularly at longer wavelengths.

Smoothening films will have a very similar effect on reflectivity to' .,

non-acownulating thickness errors; the main difference being that

smoothening films will also generate a diffusely scattered beam of low

intensity, but in practice this weak and spatially dispersed beam might be

masked by background.

Roughening films will have the same total reflectivity as will

accumulating one-dimensional errors, but the fraction of this intensity in

the specular beam will steadily decrease as the number of layers is

Increased.

.ll
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If absorption has reached the steady-state with roughening filz, the

diffuse radiation will equal the specular radiation at a relatively small

roughness height; in other words, as 2d-spacing is reduced, the diffuse

and specular beams will become equal at a point where the total reflected

radiation has decreased only slightly. In contrast, with smoothening

films the two will become equal only when the overall reflectivity is very

much less than that of a defect-free (large 2d-spacing) structure.

Our analysis suggests that ran-accumulating defects of all kinds will

have very similar properties. If we ansider the progression of such

defects from the case of interpenetrating rough features having transverse

widths small cipared to a wavelength (interlayer diffusion), through the

case of roughness intermediate in transverse scale between the mirror

substrate and the radiation wavelength (smoothening films), and on to the

case where entire interfaces are randamly displaced relative to the

substrate (ran-accumulating thickness errors), then throughout the

progression we find that the coherent beam remains virtually unchanged,

and that the incxherent beam remains of low intensity, while it changes

from an evanescent wave to a diffuse beam, and finally to a weak component

in the Dragg direction. The low strength of the incoherent component

would make the different non-accumulating errors difficult to distinguish

in practice.

Identical films are different from, the other kinds of roughness in

that the total power in the diffuse and rpecular beaus is unaffected by

the roughness.

. . . . . . - . . . .. . . ... - . . . . . -
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Columar filh appear to have qualitatively similar properties to

roughening films (our examination of columnar films is less omplete than

that of the other roughness models). Sever, the scaling of roughening

films and oolumnar films with the total number of layers J is different;

thus to distinguish the two kinds of defects one could ompare the

constancy as 3 is changed of best-fit values for sigma determined with the

two models (say by changing the 2d-spacing).

We do not wish to duMplay the difficulties associated with the

.- easurements suggested by the above characteristics. Any mthod involving

measurement of an incoherent component of radiation that is scattered very

close to the specular beam will call for careful experimental technique

and judiciouk interpretation (for exaple, in a practical case the

specular beam will probably be in the near-field rather than the far

field).

We should mention the ofsiblity o direct ofwuraent o any

roughness that may be present. At the point %wher they cause a

substantial degradation in multilayer reflectivity, roughness of the kinds

considered uld produoe 2 - 1OA WS roughness in the upper interfaces of

a sultilayer with a 28-spacing of - lOA.

Such roughness heights are at the periphery of what is measurable

with present technology, depending very much on the transverse scale

length of the roughness (Stedman, 1961, Price, 1982).

We also note that an experimental investigation based on qualitative

signatures such as those above will be considerably more difficult if the

structure contains more than one kind of defect in significaw-

* . .*- k,
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proportions.

An obvious motivation for such a study is the possibility that the

results would suggest changes in the fabrication procedures that could

lower the magnitude of the defects.

Another possibility is that a detailed understanding of the

structural defects present would permit couensation to be made in the

design of the mltilayers. Modest gains in performance might be obtained

in the presence of accumulating errors, or with non-accumulating errors

under low absorption conditions, by choosing a structure that produces a

coqparatively large reflectivity from amaiaratively few layers. Such a

*-, structure would cause too large an absorption to provide optimal

''4 reflectivity with a large number of layers if no disorder were present;

however it might provide the largest reflectivity possible in the presence

of disorder.

Our work also suggests that examination of new mltilayer materials

may prove fruitful. Table 11-2-1 (and a more lengthy version that lists

multiple possibilities at each wavelength) suggests materials aombinatios

that are worth investigating.

o-°o
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Appendix 1 - Perturbation Solution for the Unit Cell of an X-Ray

Multilayer

Born and Wolf (1975) show that the characteristic matrix solution for

the unit cell of an x-ray multilayer (in P polarization) can be obtained

by solving eqs. 11-1-4,5 subject to the boundary conditions of eq. 11-1-6.

(These equations assume that the magnetic permeability is one at x-ray

frequencies). The case of S polarization will be treated later.

As discussed in sec. If-1-B, our solution will be first order in the

parameter A, first order in the product T.A, and will retain all orders
of the parameter (p. In fact, the results derived in this appendix will

also retain terms of order n. , where n may be any integer. However,

the analysis of sec. 11-4 (where these terms become important) will only

be performed to order p. .

The calculation of the characteristic matrix elements tends to be

somewhat repetitive, so we will include few intermediate steps after

calculating the first one or two of these elements.

The vacuum (i.e. A - 0) solutions to eq. 11-1-4 are

m-& Cos kCW XG j
U1(z) (-)'*Cos (A--I

u Z () - Cos Z

t4:.

$ -,



S., .'
-' '%-7~~~ 7w 7.".7. |7

for the odd orders, and

U ,,)- -z i , ,ko= ..

U (Z)Co' e

for the even orders.

If we set

dl(in (z)).= d(Z) +a()(A-3
dz dz

in sq. 11-1-4, and then substitute eqs. A-1-1,2 into all terms of the

differential equation that are first order in A, w cbtain

dLI 1  a:..,..:-_

U k Cuo( )-

Us + 1)"& () VA ) :9:"

Cos kSii~ko

al d z-

9u, 2kc~,-e~ AAI-- (L c.= -)
*z dz .::.

(A- 1-4):--

* * ** - . . . - -

. . . .. ...' -',' .' ....- - ,..- - .- -. , . % .- . ...



for the odd orders, and

jaadUs

+€- T 2; k dz os(I.Cos9z-

s(-1) ZkIosG de

dz2

for the even orders.(.-

These are harmnic oscillator equations with known driving functions.

The well-known Green's function for such equations is

r (z,z')- H(z-z') sin( .os.(z-z'))
ko (A"os" )

Our solution can now be expressed as the am of a solution to the

homogeneous equation plus the integral of the the driving function

multiplied by the Green's function.

* -. °..

.4..°'

-%
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A-l-4

However, the required hImogeneous solution will not in general be the

vacum solution of eqs. A-l-l,2; in general the aplitudes of the

* mhigeneous solutions must be altered by terms of order 1 + A, in order

that their sum with the Green's function solution satisfy the boundary

conditions to order A .

Our solution for U1 should therefore be of the form

l"JAz.m() )Zi A
(Z) cos (k Cos z- -.

"-.'.

a dez',&(z')Co(Cos.z - .n (kcose(z-
zT

2L -

AI

fo 8 dz'
.4 -

for the odd orders, and

Ui (Z)Cos& L C 5~

z

C ' - os (k Cos a -z --),sin (k sG(z-:))

(A-3-?

a'A

a...... -2'----

.. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. a' .
+, % , % . ' -.. ''''. . . .. " -".. . .... ....-. ,.. . . . ...- ".. . .".. .. -" .+ ', - •" ' "."' " .",,.,,. " , ,""" +-"- .- ".. •-



for the even orders, with the constant A (which is of order 1 + A) still

*. to be determined.

We determine A by finding the solution for the subsidiary field V

that is defined in eq. 11-1-5.

Differentiating eq. A-1-7, and employing an integration by parts on

the dA(z')/dz" term, w find for the odd orders:

-. O, Ak sin] •
dz z

2 Zik csf dz jco~e3 - )cos(kcos(-z'))

z"-"'-" - z

pa....+ -I 2k.t~Zink~os9zO c s insG z-z'))

fz

.- , Z

ZS

.. ( , ,e,. (,a (k.cOs z -j) si(k .s z-z')

"' z

or

(conztiied on next page)a.

,,4 ,
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cee- Cosa) 
4

+(-I)r OC3 aZAZi3i~k(S -2L- ))z&z)skSein(TCPSOcwZsz-z'

(A - i - 0, co.4inued)
so that

d 
U,"

31n dzAo(Z')COS (k~co".sz C'Os (kcOSG(z -z))

4 (~iF ZaCOS 9Jz'A(')Smn(k~COSG.z'f)Sbz(kc*S9cz-z'))

Similarly, w find for the even orders

z

(-.)TZikwCSOf d 'A (Z)Cos (csS(k cos (z!k9

s'Z (A--)
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our origin is at a - 0. Making use of eqs. 1-l-1,12, we have at z zA

that dU/dz * -k A (for an orders), and also

V (A-1- 3)
I £UES) d: ECs)

Given the boundary condition an V, in eq. 11-1-6, we must have

A - E(z,) - & *z) (A-1-14)

Therefore, to first order in A, we have

I a
t + 3 Af '&(z'4 S(kreA z- )cos(kcoS19(z-z))

z

for the odld orders, and

- (-)T Js('cosZ) S kO M(C0 IZ

Cs r fzA z'Sn csZ

- CA$ z' (Z')Co cm os Z'- q sinICcos ( X)

z£(A -1 16)
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for the even orders.

Next we emloy the trigonometric identity

3iR'ecoSA.-b- Cos esin&sinb M C so.tb) - cos 2e cos a-b)

(A -1-l)
'.

in the odd order case and

sine 6sift acsbf -+ s0 O aJp in (..b) - Os 2sV9$in (a- b)

'S.o

for the even orders. We obtain for the odd orders

BLI,

'S -
V (Z)m (-1) a mn es.z-)

ewee

-. ) -.

P'. (.,4. o,., Ioe)ji;..

z

.4~4 I__ Are2 d'(Z') cas (Z kcos 9z"- (k cos Ox +1J5

z ~(A-I q
and for the ewen orders

-( IF -L sin (k cos 8 z - A()

IA (Continued 0ut neal page)
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:+ I z '3u~kcoe (w~~ )) --
~x

(Ai-OSCRZOud

(A- - ZO, co,,.,.,,,,d))

:., Since our origin is at z 0 , we have using eq. 11-1-11 that at ..-

$in zk~ - z- A Cos

.. 4

co ( .Ose.z'-(kcosz+-)) a (-.) .,Ci.(2 .coS ).-
e )
(A1- -1)

for the odd orders, so that

V1Cz) Cosy4 - #Smn q) +. 1- ( t21)

where the quantities A and p are defined by eq. 11-1-15. In a similar

way, we obtain for the even orders

C I?) A SERy *O P (A --.

-- ::--'C

. . +'f .* . .- . - '. . . ..
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The approximation

CS9 
+ ASia9 - C 4p COSAd s ift A ,L9 ,, C(9-S)j 1 A

has error terms that are of seoond or higher order in A; the substitution

is therefore permissable under our approximation scheme.

We can therefore write eqs. A-1-22,23 as

V - -) st + P + o(') (A-c-s) +

i i.

''.p

.4'

C . ,. - . . . , . -" . . . ,' . . .'% , . . . . ... .- % . . . ... . . .

•t '..1 ,, * , " .. ' . , , " • ,, " - . , , ' ', , ' ' ' ' ' ' . .. . . " - • . . ,
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We now simplify our solution for U1 . Substituting sq. A-1-14 into

eq. A-1-7 (odd orders) and integrating the dA(z)/dz term by parts, we

obtain
.' 

.::

Cos

z; -. -
-1 - - d 'zA(z)cos (k cOs z- ) six(kc.OS6tz-.z.'

C"s

z

£' 

-T
case & I(Z) ift (kcosz- I~ o z-Z)

f4.

.fdz&~~ IzCSI (CSz) sin (K1 (c4s e

2;

+((A-i-2A)
orsa

- 5I..-%

S J , " " . , , ,
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* l)32.ik~ zA (') sin (Ikcosqz'- -j)Cos (kcose (z-z'))

£ ~(A- 1-27, convtwuec

Similarly, for the even orders we obtain

UI(Z) u ~) (1+21 A(z,))sin(cuoGz -

-(-I) I .-. ~ ZA. Gz z1 Sin (M~~' f4s+(kcs z-z)

+ (-i)Tizi kfjzA ') Cos Coseqz' Cos kCos a(Sz))

(A -1- 2S) -4

Using the trigonanetric identity

Sig3 9Osin4Lanib + CW&~COSA SiAb 3;sn (&+b) - c2 JiIL (a-b)

N ~for the odd orders, we obtain

(Z) si (k cwz z. A9 Z

zz

Cos- d'h(~co~'(ko~-

ZA1-0

.......................................
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which at z z reduces to

U(zi - -cosq) r

(the parameter r is defined in eq. 11-1-5). Under our approximation

scheme U. can be written

li (za) - -- ( 5 T) ' 11 (A-I-32)
cosg

Similarly, for the even orders we find

U (z- (-Sint Tr) (A -i-33I ~Cos 0

so that our final solution for U1 is

U J) , + If
I Cos9

.

'-I
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We now follow similar steps to obtain solutions for U1  and V.,

The am of the hawogeneous solution and the Green's function solution

is, acoording to eqs. A-1-4,5,6

a.a

a~ (Z)sH 0ksit (kzOz'))

.4' d~~lz'A(z')ei~csz

M Jz dA,')= . ,/fz A coSkCcSaZ'- )Sii(ICos (z - 3')

for the od orders (where B is a constant of order 14 A ), and .1 2

'II

u +(z)- (- 2 D(dzc A ( Z.)..Ss,

"' .%

z
(A, .5)

LA ,2%

(,4-l-') . " -
2,dx'-' i SU(k Cos92'- -sin(kC*S (z -Zj

,do

•. s % % ° "o" o.* - . • - . . . . . • • - . -. -. -+ . - • . . . . .- . .- "6)
"4 ; " -, "- -'' """ -" ''"'" ,""; '" ,";'''""''; :;' ." '-.-"""""''+"+."' " ,"-"-"-". "-+".".""" '+

" - , -. ,
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for the even orders.

In this case, w can see iamediately that

LI (z- - B (A--.37)

so that eq. 11-1-6 is satisfied if we set B - 1.

Integrating the last term in the odd order solution (eq. A-l-35) by

parts, we then have '.t

P-N1

U (Z)(IY s, (kcitsez-

fz4Z

Zz

4( ... j es .(Z')inOkcosez'-)3s(k.s9(z-z))

(A-1 - 31) .

which, after algebraic manipulation and the use of the idntityi

4(-1 £Ii (k-.) 1 cm-2 z C
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reduces to

MV

U-(L) CO2 (-1)siicS((kkcos-(kcs.z)

z

Cos ~ jzA

w~L o6&'~&~ICSZKSF*z
(-l) dZ'&(Z"3i~tZkca9z"-kcosz.4.

Cos4
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At z = we find that for all orders
S9

U (z) Co (it cs- (A--)
a. o

We obtain VA by taking JU/d , to obtain

, -oq .- -

(2&co~s~z.--(

.a. kC3CSkcsx1 1+2A

dzzS+ k- cos 2,., z'.,&- (z ,l,) -sl".-0 kco

*1.z

for the add orders, whre w have used the identity

A

1+ cos 20 2 we S.

At z & we find to our usual approximation

V (z n ) - -r(A)--44)

*- ,

.4-.

'..
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Similarly, we find for the even orders

V (z) C ;3s9(-si n -r) (A-1-40.

Combining our results to this point, we find that the characteristic

matrix for the Kth cell in P-polarization is

E, (' )'a- -x e(-- Sint,- E,\

'\NHj(1 J o ((-)"sn*, Ts ) (t)st + \H)

. .'.

-. -. '.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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.4o'

The case of S polarization is somewhat sinpler to solve than that of

P polarization.

Born and Wolf (1975) show that the characteristic matrix solution for

S polarization is

Ex (at) V, V(Z) U ) (Z C

(H(zy) - (V~:~ UaZ/ ( t(.)

.o

where the boundary conditions of eq. 11-1-6 apply as in the P case, but

now :-

-jau

; d ,,.z

V

I I

The vacuum solutions are

LI,(z) = (-j2 ...L c;(. os (coi- ).,.-
(41-49)

U (2) Sit C0

O.' . . :"*.',..,.. ..- ,,-,,,-,,,.;..-,.... ......... .... . ....... ... ...... ,...... .... .,-.: .;.,,
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for the odd orders, and

2A

u(,) - (S1)'?t ,(kcose,-.:
A

U (2) - (-) s (kc.osez--)

for the even orders.

Using the perturbation method, eq. A-1-48 becomes

0-1'1-(')
.~,. III k: cos U.o k:se

4-A

k cs e- -2 VAo(k Ce--.d-

for the odd orders.

4** . - .. °. - "

7..- - * ~ '' - -- : *-[*.*-o."



We will find that in the case of S polarization, w can dispense with

the constants A and B that wre required to satisfy the boundary

conditions in the P case.

our solution for U. in odd orders is therefore

--V-

U (-j) - Cosos x -
UIZJ ~CosG2

2i-ik

M the tCos A a f tha Zer %eurdt aif h o

AZ

Using the identity

Ou olt sinb U Lo s tein(a-b)

w get

U, (-1) -I Cos(kCos

'I .(-i) Cos92

+ z' SifZ (ZCSz(IOG*)

, .. -o

V.,

"~~~o to Ufn h iet

5X&

Z-°

Cos A (;)si (I k. . . . . . .

-PC-.
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which at z z becomes

U (z) . i (s;,, lp-A cs r (Siva - r) + o(A")

Similarly, we find for the even ordersE

- Cos cnesr

-" We note that in the case of S polarization, the parameter r in the
above equations is define with the factor P set equal to one (see

! eq. 1I-1-5).To obtain V , we differentiate eq. A-1-54 with respect to z to
obtain after tantellation

.. : d.,.

L o d i at eq. x w
; J

-- kCo Z dxA('

• W- (-1) - co (Zk) cos 8 Z"-(k c

9'.j

• . • z

* .,,..z,

l'+,> ... ...(.-..-..)

,',p' ''' . ''"i , " , . . . ."+,'- ."" " +" . -.-.-. •Z ' €'' . -. +"." ' +' +.' -- ".-" / ." "" - - ,
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for the add orders. (Nate that dU/dx at-z z isiLk ,sothat

V (z,, ) -las required by eq. 11-1-6).

At z - we find

V (z) - -- - - -cost-F (A-L--,.

and similarly for the even orders we obtain

V (z) cot+t (A-I -St)

The solution for U, in odd orders is

+ C'03 (k cosz it x z

+(-I) dz'A(z') COSZ z cSz

I,,

1%

* as-. ". - ..
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which reduces to

at z =z Z. For the even orders we obtain

UJ(z)= ct + (A-1-6Z)
.4%

For V. we obtain I',

-U
V- -Z n (-i)-TwCs8aO~S(k&wsez--y)

+ -IYT .;(kcosez--)dA'' :dzz

+ (1fj (Z/) sipt (Zk coSOZ'- (kwOSezOx+

(A-- 63)

for the odd orders, which becomes

V (..0';._

1%

II. . Ia I I.. *' *. - - -- -" * * * .* ".* - i
'
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at z z In the even ceders,

V, (z) - cose(-sint~r) 1A-65)

The characteristic matrix equation wider S polarization is thus

E 61 cost
% P.

(Al
This S matrix and the P matrix of eq. A-1-47 are not equal at 8 = 0.

This is a consequence of the definitions in sec. II-1-B;

AE - ,,x (A-.I-67) :-

in S polarization, while

Hit .16

* *- .. *d *-~'* . . *- ' -°.. .
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in P polarization. (Ste fig. 11-1-2). Under tihese definitions it is

impossible to rotate the ROordinate axes in such a way that the S case at

normal incidence is transformed into the P case (so long as the zaxis is

required to point towards the substrate).

Bowver, as discussed in see. 11-1-B it is convenient to mobdify

eqs. A-1-47,66 in order to facilitate calculations at angles off normal

incidence.

if w def ine

Ex (A-6f~)

~4 H,,/CosG

in S polarization, then we can set

(A-1-70)

for all *(see fig. 11-1-2). Sere A is some K-dependent field uuplitude.

Because of the plus sign that appears in the first of eq. A-1-70, these

definitions satisfy the usual thin film convention where is real and

-j positive if the reflected electric field omponent parallel to the

interface is in phase with the incident omuponent.
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If we row onvert eq. A-1-66 into an equation involving these new

field quantities we obtain sq. 11-1-14. In the remainder of the text it

is this matrix solution that is referred to as the characteristic matrix

solution.

It wuld be convenient to be able to eloy eq. A-l-14 in the case of

P polarization as well (with eq. A-l-70 still obtaining).

In ocder to have eq. 11-1-14 apply to P as well as S polarization at

normal incidence, the equation must remain consistent with eq. A-l-70 when

the coordinate axes are rotated to bring x from its original direction

along the incident E field into a direction aligned with the incident H

field.

From fig. 11-1-2, we therefore require

(A - 1-71)

in P polarization.

2' ...

S..- -.

.~,. *a. a .. , *. . . . . . -- **~*..*",.*.•

:-.- - .- .. - ;-- a
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Appendix 2 - Difference Equation for Amplitude Reflectivity

In this appendix we use a well-known procedure to convert the matrix

- solution that propagates the field amponents from cell to cell into a

difference equation that propagates the amlitude reflectivity from cell

to cell.

In the x-ray case the difference equation is a Ricatti equation under

our usual set of approximations.

Cambining eq. A-l-70 with eq. 11-1-14:

C•:::)K - 2(AP

so that

it -, P

(-I)uct +Pa+(-i) isixtK'iiKC-I) COStK PMkgi(-l) Sint

%'

% " ':'-" "' - ' ," ," """ " .,' ' e '."Z ". "" ," ."",. ,.'" ,''..''.... . . .,.,. .-. .". ... .".".,. .".". .... .-. ... .,.. .... . . . . . ." . "- . - . - ' " "
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- or, after manipulation

-Lle i g + o;r,- p.)
" " (-I),*¢ ax Or. +pad

} a~eglecting term of order je

:!~~~ ~ I-to; .  .. (r -p, .-:I

(A-2-4) ..

u~S.

-5'.

..... . * ... . . . .. .. : , , .: : - . . ::. : ., .,,-'.- .-.. .. ... • .
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A-2-3
.4°.

which reduces to eq. 11-1-20 if the cross-term of order A is

neglected.

l.

* ".1

"-' .'

.4 ? * ,4 '.g.%4:'- o ," . 1 4 S .. * -¢. - -, ,, . -. . * -.- - . ... - -. --. . ..- - . .. . .. '. .-- . -
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* Appendix 3 - Reflectivity of a Periodic Multilayer with J Cells

A Here we solve the difference equation

-~y F) +~t -) eerp4

(A Si)

in the case of constant coeff icients. When the coefficients are constant,

there is no disadvantage in converting eq. A-3-1 to a differential

equation, so as to obtain eq. 11-1-25. With constant coefficients this

equation is separable, and so

.67

(~ Ke

a (A- 3-A)

The upper m0scipt of the integral on the right side has the value J-l so

as to follow the enueration scheme established in sec. 11-1-B. The

I reflectivity of the substrate has been taken to be zero; however our

results art easily extended to the more general case. 4
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Using j

+ - 9+ eex + -( . b ©e = _" i__.. . . (A4°s-3)

where aE 4-b, we otain

l~ it ,, - 2p)?,,T-I

i !!~~zi t (I ,T s ;1
S(it +(r+P) + -i3)-

CA-3-*)

where

t Ir,

-- p
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Solving, we find

ir)-,

p" -) - (it +is)

(A-3- 6)

From eq. 11-2-12,

it+ is 2 rI

it * is t ip (A-3-7)

so that

(irp(t ri tiS (Y-1)
3- ~ ~ ~~r e ________

4.'l

r"!tp

From eq. 11-2-11

S"(A-3-1)(it--:
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.4

.4

'I

ac that eq. 11-2-13 is obtained.

.9-

U.-'.4

-~ U.

~
-U,.-

.4

.4

Ut

U'.

~ V
4I

U'

.4

4 .4.

U- -~

-"U..
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A1pendix 4 - Sufficient Criterion for the Bragg Condition

In sec. 11-2-B we found that a necessary ondition for the

satisfaction of the Bragg comdition Re($) =0 was that the shift in the

phase thickness of the 3ell from x radians be given by

+ P TV (A-4 -1)

We now show that eq. A-4-1 is also a sufficient oondition; as

discussed in sec. II-2-B this is the same as showing that when Im( $a)

equals zero, Re(3 1 ) must automatically be less than zero.

Aacording to eq. 11-2-4 we therefore need to show that

" - r+ 1" 0 (A-4-,2)

if

yo, f i

t (A-4-3)
t"p

.-7-

5- , ,""5" *,. "" .-""""" ... "" "". - .,-''"%*'"" "' . .-- " ". ". ". " .,-~ -.... " ..
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Since

t ra:'-

S- (t + "..
-? t

(+O< (2 t#-+ t
I t / ."

(A-4-4)

it is sufficient to show that

+ -5)

because th second term in parentheses in the last part of eq. A-4-4 is

always positive, and the third term is positive after being squared. '.,.

Using the definitions of eqs. 11-1-15, we rewrite eq. A-4-5: "'-

4: 2 %'Cs z

',.V4 "P,.

(#I #3ue o1 (A-4-s) -

"4'.'*

N"!i~

4*_: .
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- W

A(SUsing the Schwartz inequality ICo~ n , 1968)

i.< i -4- 7)

with

we have

d frr

r I I- 1

9¥, I I •) ,z ,

(A -4 -?)1

-'a
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Similarly,

42 ~ W i AkCs&)j

AA

Adding gives

+ < (-4 -11)

which is the desired result.
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Appendix 5 - Comparison of Absorption Correction to Dispersion

_ Correction

In this appendix we show that the absorption correction must always

be smaller than the dispersion correction, so long as the real part of the

unit decrement is negative throughout the unit cell. This means that the

absorption correction will be less than the dispersion correction except

in regions of strong anomalous dispersion, since it is only in such

regions that the decrement can have a positive real part.

It will be sufficient to show that the absorption-induced

contribution to the total refractive phase-shift is less than the

contribution from dispersion, i.e. that

+ P P #

'.4s-

(see eq. 11-2-36).

If the decrement has a negative real part everywhere, both numerator

and denominator on the left side are negative. If, on the other hand, the

decrement can have a positive real part, then the dispersion correction

may become arbitrarily mall, and it is even possible for the denominator

of eq. A-S-1 to be zero. We will assume that both numerator and

denominator in eq. A-5-1 are negative.

I,.o
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From the finitions of eqs. 11-1-15, we can write the left side as

-
-f

A*') z (.) ez£) si (k C-lko

which equals '-

, A

-, !/dz .A z) &'z S,.--~z).

4..:::!..

4....%

-' - / ' <; '- ' ' " r.. i'- 14 , , _ "' ,. ! ', , . . ,
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~,'.'; l
KIrder our assuptions, a (z I) AIs) 1 always negative, and so

.r T+ r i p
,< ± ( jS-4)

because

Cos(zko(Z. - C) -

Since there is a linear relation between phase thickness and

d-spacing or the reciprocal of wavelength, eq. A-5-4 implies that the

absorption-induced shift in either of these quantities is less than the

dispersion induced shift.

According to eq. 11-2-35 the relation between angular shift and phase

shift is

*4 (l-5-6 )

which is non-linear near normal incidence. However, eq. A-5-6 is still a

monotonic function of i , so that the greater portioncfi that isdueto
ot

61 tue

*. **w.......
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A-5-4

dispersion can be taken to isply that the greatest contribution to the

angular shift In ls &e to dispersion.

4m

(.

-a -. -: *fa,
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Appendix 6 Agoih forCacltn

In this appendix we present an algorithm for solving the

transcedental equation

where "

L':

N L

We will first present a two fold method for obtaining initial ..

estimates of Port

In the mdltilayer designs of greatest interest there is significant

contrast in absorption between the two constituent materials, making the

parameter W fairly small v.
In this case is also mall, and we can set

4.'... * . .. ~ - .- - .

o.t Po,

I i i ". . .. 1 ... .. . : i" ' i 
' "

... . - " "' " " "4.. " s " 5 ,"'""
- '
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If we neglect the last term on the right, substitute into eq. A-6-1, solve

for , and then substitute our solution back into the previously

neglected fifth order term in eq. A-6-3, we get after again solving for

port

We can keep this from diverging rapidly at large W by making the

substitution in the last term

to obtain

* .
,, W . 9 (A-- 6 -

Fig. A-6-1 shows a plot of this seed function (which we will refer to as

""-.4 the ual-W' seed function).

A...

A -°
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A-6-3

. In n exhaustive search for multlayer materials combinations (such

as that presented in sec. 11-2-C), one might wish to calculate pt in

cases where W will rat be small. In such cases the small-W seed is nt no

- very accurate. If we define

V .-- (A-6-7)

and set on the assumption that v is small

t

eq. A-6-1 becomes a quadratic whose solution is

A + 4 A-6-)

This large-W seed formula is also plotted in fig. A-6-1.

We now present tWo iteration methods that rapidly onverge to the

exact solution from these initial seeds.

%1 "'. !
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Ihen W is all, we use Newton-Raphson iteration, so that

:)p;( - '' (*Oa JA-p-W) " - ( _________-

(A -- o 6 -

For large W, we use the iteration scheme

p.1  - arct&K~ 1 -w +.--i

C.,%

.. o .

,

2 "i

This scheme is quite convenient to use with a pocket calculator (if it has

inverse trig keys).

The two seed formulae have equal departures from the true solution at

the transition point W w 0.656. The search program described in

sec. 11-2-C uses this W value to sepo :t the two regions in which the

different formulas are applied. A slight increase in computational speed

could have been obtained in the program if the dividing value of W had
taken into account the longer time needed to evaluate eq. A-6-6 in

comparison with eq. A-6-9.

The point W - 0.656 also turns out to be approximately the point at

which the boo iteration equations A-6-10 and A-6-11 require equal numbers

of steps; of course the precise transition point is dependent on the

desired final accuracy.

.
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* A-6-5

rig. A-6-1 shows a plot of the improvement on the seed guess that is

achieved after one iteration; the W-0.656 point was used to decide between

the two iteration schemes as well as between the two seed formulas.
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2ApWsi 7 - Peak Reflectivity o fperiodic Nultilapr

In this apndix we mculate the reflectivity of a periodic

multilayer operating at the Bragg cmdition.

Acoording to eqs. 11-2-1 and 26, we iust calculate

R =- (A-7-1)

evaluated at Re(S) -0. Using eq. n1-2-30,

l" = ] OVA-(C'" + IP p)".,

Add 4-

3 . . ( r,'.,5 ) :

(A - ' -1)

Tus, with some usnipulation, we find -a

ls..I e 4~,t ..t

F. i-'.

..:.. A .Aq.p.• .::..*. . J. a

k-z

" " "", " " " '' '€" ...... " " "" """ -""""' "" ' " '" ""e nt ; " " w" " "P :""i " pa"ss") "
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- /#4 ~ 2  MA
At (r +p p ) L (r4* +p -'

(A-7-3, C01ttimIe*W)

Using

I' (A-74

w dbtain eq. 11-2-45..
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ApendiX - D=o tration that the Periodic Multilayer has an

htrmau Reflectivity

Lot vs F v, ... v be the numerical values of the (not

neessrily equal) ages that are made in ome structural paraeter of

each of the 3-1 cells of a periodic multilayer whose structure is

initially optimized in acoordance with the formulas of sc. II-2-B.

Since variations in structure must ultimately represent variations in

real physical quantities, the v5 can be assumed to be real.

To show that the reflectivity is an extrmn with respect to the v.

w show that in lowest order the intensity reflectan e is not

changed by the v k variations. We will only consider the steady-state

regime wihelre the formulas of Sec. II-2-B apply.

In lowest order

P " p + vA-i-)

where the dbt represents differentiation with respect to the physical ,

parmeter under cosideration.

4N
N'.i %.'
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we now fol1ow a standwrd perturbation mthod for ordinary

differential equations (Schiff, 1368)

Let

es-,.K

w.here
ree t

and

S (- ;,.)tl, - Z e .V .

zP.. , -o t vI ( e.
II

- . * ...- . *. ** .

.. . '.',".'. * ,. ' .. .
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A4-3-

is thus the Ideal reflectivity, which is assumed to be in

steady-state.

Th total solution will satisfy the (first ocder in W And

A) equation

-:, (i-2;t)e , (; - p)- (; + pO)t 58,

2 (A-I-5)

to within first order in the vK•

From eq. 11-2-3,

~ ~t~to ; p e. (A-8-6)

+• .p

so that eq. A-8-4 beames

(A-e-v)

This equation is linear, so its solution is

A= E ,

-u(A-l-#

A.,"

.5 L " " + - l s ! + " F ' - + - ' : + - , ' " - - " -
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viare we ave net

i3o• SoOo

since the =u1tilayer's unit ml thickness is assumed to have been

optimized, making Re( e) = 0.

From eqs. 11-2-41 and 11, we have for a periodic wmltilayer optimized ,. .

with respect to each E the parameters represented by the v

- + mz( i, .(e.)-;

-o~~ (A - 10)

Let the quantity in brackets in sq. A-8-10 then be denoted A , with

R +&to toote

.°

a -, - - -
%~ % ~ %* ~~ -*- ~ -.. .. h.. *-. -

S- S -S S
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w can set

+ 2J

to first ceder in vXa

Since

e.o - o k ) Z c-=D '-'

DW-(A-#-IS)""

mid since at Is real,

so t t t

so that. the reflectivity is an extruilu with respect to the ,..-:

A,,-;

• ., ).:- * :.
4. , ' ." , .-, . , r , , ,, : : . - . - .. - ..." . , , . ' , ' , . - . ., ' . , . . ,- " - . - .. . . . . - . -. .• . -

• , ,'- , -l' , ! ' 
°

" " - ' " " " " ' " " " " ' ' ' ' " " " '
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Appendix 9 - Two-by-Two Optimization of X-Ray Multilayers

In this appendix we show how to calculate those thicknesses for the

- upper -t pair of layers in an x-ray multilayer that will maximize the

reflectivity of the entire multilayer stack, given that the preceeding

stack has a reflectivity 7"

As discussed in sec. I-1-B we must include terms of order q. A in

this calculation. It will therefore prove convenient to carry out the

initial part of the calculation in terms of the parameters

a Cos Bd

rather than the parameters ? and P. While the parameter p. appearing

in eq. 11-2-15 is formally the same as that defined in eq. A-9-1, we will

not, for the first part of the analysis in this appendix, be using

ezeroth" order approximations (such as, for example, eq. 11-2-43). The

greater acouracy that we are using at present will be indicated by the use

of the H subscript on the parameter . In contrast the unsubscripted

parameter p may be regarded as a division parameter with radian units,

rather than as a precise phase thickness.

°.4
VI" T '

'I]
, ,, .o

~ *~ ~ :2c~'z K:K§.~-: %;-Ij c*>::" .-c".>'. .m
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Frm fig. A-9-1 and the definitions of eqs. 1--S, we have

'1, (A,,, ,,.,.,a,, t . ) P(M) ,sa-

.- (-ANSMP,.- r ,.,K) A.o"n PN'in-,,-B+sc1

LN

q. A-9-2 differs from eq. 11-2-15 due to the 
inclusion of terms of

order rad y .An and also te to the 'on-oentrosyiuetric geometry of S.-

fig. A-9-1.

The amplitude recursion equation eq. 11-1-20 
beomes

to+ LZ Sip L N .;nAlICK e'Pi

et P(a) scae
%i:'

3Ie'* P().e, c .: ,
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We now differentiate with respect to the phase thickness

of the final low index layer. Writing a I *e

+'n H&~n e %N SO
L, L 1,N

:* ,, Zi;e "  ~jc; eeip' sin se';P()ecB

+3 R (A s18 a;'PN, - ; ,;Rne 'C0) P' to G) P(s) e ec

L IL 5,

Neglecting terms of order =- --A .+AL, -,a (rs NK * s ipa. P()Sec,e

Aa s Ca e,.., P(0 &L

Ls n elk'

-(Asip e i.%+ *A sipKP,~iK P(ec 5

"-%4

ito.t_

- j(ACOS~Pff6 -i ,NIAR P s~~~e.)A *S&C2G
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1i-9-5 
.

• ".
Tob nexiiz. w require that Re a0

Writing,'<>''~ ,..i..( sa,,.1. ,, ",'. Aaip e ec-; e,./!o ao-

4 .. J

~(A sinp WNK + 0

(A-?1- 6)

we obtain after neglecting terms of order A :

ii

a t ( snp ei A'PM,K A s.iot e'ba

" ( Asii te ' + , P(e)

L 9

" 1h CS/ "  K -*" .. '<" e :K.. tK

-(-_-L * -1 ",2..-( I(A- 9-7)

or

'.::'-.:.21. -

g: , -
• AI
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;- A ,P(q) sin e e

Similarly, differentiating with respect to 4

C **0

e(i'% + (A se' P + A~c sin P~' (a so? 0c
3

(iA Psen +secS

+' 3 (,& inp e -1N"A A C5 sin g~*I*~ P(O) sec 86

(A - I

which leads to the conditicn

P A I ( Vic i ;tK _________

(A'eoO)
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We will now convert back to the parmeters o and p in order to

facilitate omparison with earlier results. For reasons discussed in

sec. 11-1-B, it is only necessary to retain terms of order i" A prior to .t
performing the differentiations necessary for the optimization. Therefore

at this stage in the calculation we can follow a procedure similar to that

, used in optimizing the periodic case, and neglect terms of order 4. A when

optimuizing ""

To obtain an optimization condition for the parameter , -

therefore use the "zeroth" order relations

'., (A-9o-10

where we have set - 0

Substituting into eq. A-9-8,

0 Ion A I+ (O) 1.

L 21

{I~ -1 1.)

or re-arranging

4;4

w -{-- ___ _e

"" ~(A-f-iS) :--

., "~.. . ,-

. ".5-..

. " , L " , 0, ,' : ," -'-' .--' ' . . . ---- .- . ", ". , -,. ,' , . ,' . . . ,- . . "
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similarly.. ,i h nan, A 4 Itt

+ -- - -9g 1

becomes an optimization ondition for the parameter which is accurate

to order ?. A

Z q~ei. e-"It

,gs. A-9-13,14 are of the form

iI

A.C + +
A l e +

(A- f-Is)

with x the unknow.

Introducing the notation v. a arg (G) for the arguments of the.I

various conplex parameters, we have 76v

* .1839*A*V) II -'Co...vA- V) '--
ImL IAI'IcI" II • + D"

(won*;nued on I ,ext pa).

1 . ° ° . ° °
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(A

or

(JAI-x) ~g (~ ,A) cosV

cosV. 1 -I & iuz +J;nlV (1 +1AIa

(IAI' +i)cos (B'x.V)sV

Iwos v(iI-AIl)A + a ijV (I A 1x21

D' DI AI/ IC I

+ s /*(-IAl) 'siv V (L I A ')'

Letting

V (pIlAIl

S4n sm'~(II

64#4

44.( -4
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A-9-10

so that

l +IAIz

i t I V - - ,f V (-- q

-IAIC

ard Using

Cos'V(.-IAI)'4 sinV (.,AI' " = I* IA 4 - Zcos (zv€) IAIA

(A-9-10)

wehave ,

0: C'.
0- .(B + VA) sn -'in (a X + V) COs W

D IAI
6".44

- IcI/I*IAI I (2cV)I

(A -1-21)

or

.- 5.

'- ~ ~ IAI ;..

w-B-u-V - arcsn()IaV ICI 1 IAI'- 1Cos V)IAI

(A -v-l)

!%v



*~~~~~~~.Iiy - 71 1 .17.. -- -- - - - - -.. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

* so that

x V +BV, arc tan (t"I taV
1-IAI'

1 £csin D DIAl

Applying this result to eq. A-9-l4 w find that ois given by

"m + &rctn tK

x%

.0.

(A- -24)

Eq. 11-4-8 can be otained from eq. A-9-13 if we use the identity

.3~~( - 9..*' -- ZY



Ar4-12

"'WE.

arctm. (n (AVu

Substituting into sq. 1-9-231

x + a"sin x

A I" (I'sL j Z&] cos RV

o-..

v,,.. A *.in (f(V, V

(A-1-z7)

We hmv found from numrical tests that the correft results areJ

Obtained if the standard lowest order returns to the inverse trigonometric

functions are uised in eqs. -9-24 and 27; the equations have been written

in a form that yields this result.-. .*- .- . -

* -* -- -:).. - : .*

,' ,- ?+-..
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Appendix 10 - Effect of Accumulating Thickness Errors Outside the -

$ba~y-tate Regime".,'-

in this appendix we calculate < R > outside the steady-state regime

for multilayers that contain accumulating thickness errors.

We first obtain an approximate K-dependent solution to eq. 11-5-12.

The fourth term on the right of eq. 11-5-12 is sall compared to the
constant second term, and attains its largest magnitude only as the

steady-state is approached.

In the steady-state, this term is given by eq. 11-5-23. If we

substitute for the fourth term the approximate expression

*.<

(A -10- 1)

then this term will go to the orrect limit in the large K regime where it

is numerically most significant. In addition, the term will correctly go

to ero %ten K is wmall, or when <A&q >becomes large. (In eq. &-10-l,the

subscript on Im indicates that eq. 11-5-15 is to be evaluated in the

steady-state). 

4' '°

***:.-...**
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dZ

Njs. 11-5-12 and A-lO-1 amlete the statistical treatment of the

terms in eq. 11-5-5. As discussed above, the principle advantage of the . . ,

difference equation fornmulation lies in performing this statistical

treatment, and it is now easiest to proceed by converting eq. 11-5-12 to a

differential equation.

Using

- 4 o(<,y, a ...~)o~.)O~.'

AK 0 ;%
4k

*(A -io-z).'v

eq. 11-5-12 can be written under our approximation schene:

* (.<, ,< L<A .  -) >

(A -10-3)

Since the reflectivity of the substrate is mull, the exact boundary

condition applied to eq. A-lO-3 becomes unimportant if the miltilayer

contains more than a few layers. For simplicity we will set < > 0 at

4P'-,

I:'

I:::;

:4-;
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the atstrate.

The solution of sq. A-10-3 is straightforward, and is similar to that

presented in Appendix 3 for the defe t-free case. We find

' I, D ..> .-

where

a N (rtp)

I U +

(ir+ )(;- ; )<(A-IO"S"
* and

<4 £

-('
C A +? .. .
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A-10-4

After manipulation, sq. A-10-4 reduoes to

-4.. < l

- ~ ~ <A> (jaDC.

(A-b?)

sere < > is the steady-state solution of eq. 11-5-35.
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A-10-5

in order to find < s,> we ust no solve eq. 11-5-22 outside the

steady state regime. As a linear difference equation, eq. 11-5-22 has the

formal solution

-4Re i p <<oI I>- 4<61,> e" got "c''. ) ,,<,> ::::...

K"<p.>

(A- 10-8 r) 222:

Eq. A-iD-8 can easily be evaluated numerically using eq. 11-5-35, but

an analytic solution that is quite accurate can also be obtained.

We first find an approximate expression for 1< ,> I to use in the

sunmation. In the soft x-ray regime, <p > tends to be somewhat sIall

cocared to one, so that the denominator of eq. A-10-7 is approximately

unity, a "d

2..

'~t >1
KO

%;-
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(sg. A-lO-9 is copaIed to eq. A-10-7 in fig. r-10-1).

sq. A-10-9 is quite accurate when K is large, since the neglected

term in the denominator of eq. A-10-7 is then small. To improve the
-4 I

fractional accuracy of eq. A-10-9 when K is small, w re-normalize to

K". J (where 3 is the index of the left-hand side of eq. A-10-8) to obtain

-2.

(I >1 =- < ° + p) < A o

£(A-10I--i)

5' rI + K <""A 0 2

.. The large K' terms &inate the an over Kin eq. A--B since.
I " ,> I is st significant in that case. For this reason wm make-.4" -

the approximations "

( 3-I x ;~ )(-)

- (ir~p)(3-i) < > (A-Io-Il)

3 d-4-"

-%-p

KSI K'K>

:.'.-. .. : - . « - - - - - - - - - -. 4:'::
--.-
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4. A-10-7

4.'

TEST OF APPROXIMATE SOLUTION FOR I<pj>12
TUNGSTEN-CARBON MULTILAYER

0.302
Final solution for I<pj>I

SApproximate solution for I<pj>t

4' o=0

0.20-11 OA
A

.10

-1.0

0.001-
0 100 200 300

J-1

Plots are for a W/C muitilayer reflecting 67.6A radiation
at normal Incidence. dw 7.6A, d~ 26.5A.

X356
Figure A-10-1



for the sumations in the qxponts on the right of eq. A-1O-8. We note

that these summation terms in the exponents tend to be mall coqpared to

the terms proportional to A that preceed them.

sq. A-lO-8 is now reduced to the am of four geometric series

- 4 (Ay,'> I~e3)1 ""
4

11-e

, -i --"
x e [ e

*we fin d

.1.

Noting that terms of the form exp( aC ), where o is of order A, can be set

*tol1, and uing :':-..

- .e~

e".- 1( '"
coe~t,,ud ?, -,:

4 i -.
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A-10-9
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wehere < > is determined from sq. A-10-7, and from eq. 11-5-15.

~1~< K., > can then be determined with eq- 11-5-36.

in order to show the accuracy of the assmptions made in

eq.A-1-8,15, w have oanpared in fig. A-10-2 an explicit nericalj
evaluation of the mution of eq. A-10-S to the analytic expression of

eq. A-10-15. sq. A-10-7 is used in both cases to evaluate < e > Ou

usual )-67.6A example is used.

.9*
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Appendix 11 Phenomenological Solution for Multilayer Ref lectivity

in the Presence of Non-Accumulating rrors

In this appendix we calculate the reflectivity under a simplified

model of non-accumulating random thickness errors in which the physical

layer interfaces are taken to be randomly displaced in an uncorrelated way

from their ideal positions. ..

We use a quasi-oentrosyumetric tell decoaposition, as shown in

fig. A-U1-1. Here fL,X and f, a are the shifts in position of the L and

B interfaces of the Xth cell.

Although we may speak of f" as being the error in the Kth high index

layer, it is more accurate to consider f. to be the error in truncation

of the Kth high index layer (and similarly for the low index layers).

The ISFM operator will attempt to perform these layer truncations at

the appropriate points in the ISRN oscillations, and, if the multilayer

contains more than a few layers, these oscillations will not be

significantly influenced by any one individual layer error in the

preceeding stack.

Thus, it is plausible to treat the f values as uncorrelated and as having

zero mean. However, the more rigorous analysis of sec. II-6-B shows that

this assumption is not strictly accurate.

Frau fig. A-i-i and the defining equations in eq. 11-1-15, we find

after manipulation that the structural parameters in eq. 11-1-20 are given

tp by

I'r - = sin (Ij.e, Y& e-

(otnta,ied ot next p..e)

.4.o
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Thus, eq. 11-1-20 beca:ms in first order
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''A-

Taking expectation values, neglecting quadratic terms in , and

neglecting terms of order y" A, yields eq. 11-6-17.

We now derive an approximate expression for the inooberent

reflectivity <I ' > in order to show that our neglect of quadratic

terms in in reasonable.

If we take the expectation value of eq. A--1-3 without neglecting

temsoforer4p or (but neglecting terms of order~ 2 A and

A ), and then subtract from eq. A-11-3, we obtain the following equation

for (

e--.<. ar,,'-.,' C><2 .--,

e -eJ
''S:

I.

-<.. ,,

l i eiiu""),-g%

&'K~ MXi
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< [e e e e
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(A-11-4 continued)

when we take the magnitude squared of this equation, we will find

, that the principal driving term for <I > is the magnitude squared of

the third term.

Since our purpose in calculating <I I is to verify our basic

assumption that <1J > is a very small quantity, we will, for purposes

of illustration, make the same sinplifying assumption as was used in

obtaining eq. 11-6-23, namely that the L and H layer errors have equal 4S

magnitudesi for a fixed total FM error per oell we would not expect the

relative proportion of the L and H errors to dramatically affect the .-

result.

If we take the expectation value of the magnitude squared of this

third term, neglecting terms of order A (but retaining terms of order

1,we obtain

.[ e

~~ '."£
£ " .

"~ -. *4 j - . - -' " . -. " - e " * " . / ' *•. .. - 4 . ~. . . . . . . . . ..P. .



. o der the term .=-s .. ,.-

<I Term #31= I le " <  ;A> (z <

= s.h(z > (-A-U -6.-

We draw two conclusions irnm this result.

First, since the principal driving term is of order , < >

will be of the order of A divided by the magnitude suaed of the

coefficient of j in the second term, less unity. The latter has a

magnitude squared that is of order , so we can expect that<I will

be of order A.
This means that we need only retain terms of order A when squaring

eq. A-11-4 if we wish to obtain a steady-state solution for < > that

is accurate in lowest order.

Since eq. -11-4 contains all terms of order A, it will be possible

to obtain all term of order A after the equation is squared, since the

Iowas order term in the equation are of order

se , if w am"e eq. -11-6 with sq. A-11-5, w see that w can

simplify eq. -11-4 considerably before squaring it if we are only

interested in terms of order A

4L

.1':!
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By onsidering each term in eq. A--U-4, we find that it can be

written in lowest order as

+g; <-' _ < . ;"> . .o Z-q ' .o

e -e(e e ,- e

[e; (e- . e - z;) -*C

.e .,~e+' ,,. '< >).-e'".,o(e 2 '.o.,-e +; )j :!:K:

(A-11-7)

Denoting the five terms in this equation as A, B, C, D, and E for

siaplicity, we find

<IAI > - sein (I >)

<Air> = <A O> : <AC > <A C> = 0

6 £ a -<4 ><AD > + <A D> - I< t Re<; (<p >)

<AF>+ <A'F> A lI lc&3('Z .)e -6< >

4At,

>&

< I Io> = on r"  F"y.-)

'S..4 (w~tsued n ..- p.1t

(4~, o,,., q)'"-

4li. 
i

+ .zl+ "tj~ lAl+ -7 * +.+ " +. '. ".". .". . ' ,.o -. + ' .+ ' - ' " .- ,'. +" " " ". . . .. . 'o ,
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S<4
<BC> + <s'c> = (r. <p >) >

<SD > <6 <D> <BE> <8 SE> 0

S.o<;' 
.><ICI > - eZ C<Ios>t<pI(,-e" o.(z,.))

<CD >i <CD> <CE*> <C*E> =0

<IDl> = 14 l' <4 >l<p,l '

S . > i I
< DE > + <D*E > -4 .< > e ,Re (<,>)" ..
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Appendix 12 - Effect of Interlayer Diffusion on Unit Cell Parameters

In aec. 11-6 we have considered a model for interlayer diffusion in

which the ideal sharp-interface structural profile of a periodic bilayer

(shown in fig. 11-2-1) is convolved with ame smoothening function g(z).

Since the cell structure is centrosymetric and the oultilayer is

periodic, we might regard the cosine transform that defines the parameter

r in eq. 11-1-15 as a Fourier transform, and conclude from the convolution

theorem that the effect of diffusion will be to multiply r by the Fourier

transform of g.

In this appendix we show that because A (z) is periodic, this

conclusion is correct even though the parameter r is actually a truncated

Fourier transform, to which the convolution theorem does not apply.

We let B denote the Fourier transform of A (z) , where in our

notation the Fourier transform is defined as

S=FTC&)- E Iiwf (z) (A-.1Zo)t'.)

We denote convolution with an * , and use a prime to denote

parameters that apply to the diffused multilayer. Then

"4..

(Z) (Z):'lei

.A-.?

= .'xJsz A- .t

- ,, , c , . . " . . . . • . . . . . . .- ... .. . • , . , . . . . , - . . . • . • . , . . . . , -. . . .- , , - . . , , , . . , - , . , - -
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and

where

B FT

W.

P.
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where

Mo"b Wx a ~3£i-)(A -IZ- )

b
I

I

w have from eqs. A-12-5 and the definitim~s of B and B'

.B;. Ad cob b(id)

B = Ad comb (f d)

a..

• .
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At frequencies where the omb function is xrn-zero, eqs. A-12-3 and 9

iquly

A'j AeiI (A- 4a-1 ) ;-.-
f d "n f .---

which, according to eq. --12-6, is the desired result.
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Appendix 13 - Analysis of the Ring Cavity
-4

in this appendix we present an analysis of the ring cavity devised by

Bremer and Kaihola (1980).

we first calculate the limiting throughput of a cavity made fra

grazing reflectors having a cmplex index of refraction n.

Let be the angle of incidence to each surface. At each reflection

= T~T(A -13 -1)

where

N = A +;N = (A-I-Z)

-4-

and

sS; = .in - ) A '13 .3)

. . . .. . . . .. . . . . .
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so that as W30

N-(A is -4)

SiSicq

Sinos

ZA(

1I+ INI

4w have af ter umnipulat icn
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(A* -- s-6
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The total ntumber of reflections 14 is n/f so

S= ( e A- 1 -

By similar steps, we dbtain for the P case

,

44

! Re

To first order in A I , eqs. A-13-7 and 8 both reduce to

]1/2

If A is now treated as mull ow de to A' (a good

approxination at shorter x-ray wavelengths), eq. 111-2-6, first derived by

grmr and Kaihola (1MW), is obtained.

I 7

~ *!CX~-2.~ ...
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A-13-4

The cefficient of the second order term for A in eq. A-13-7

differs from that of the second oder term in eq. A-13-8 by a factor of 7;

at very soft x-ray wavelengths (greater than 751 cr so) eq. A-13-9

therefore bep-mes inaccurate for certain materials.
We now obtain an apprcudmate foriula for the number of reflections

K required to approach the limiting throughput. To do so we ust

work to third order in i ! for simplicity we retain only first order terms

in A

We must calculate '

INI

.4E

. . . . . .

whe re

1p4IN1(A-i3- t)

ii and-2

J_£- - ) -..

.I ., '.;
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For P << 1, eq. A-13-10 reduces to

3 X/4

P - P

e t 3 &a
e -e A-iTis

e

We find after straightforward manipulations

Re (2AI)__

ZIA IA

+O0(A.) + 0.. 4

(A-13- 14)

Thesn from eq. A-13-13

asQ (M) Q(M4''

a,.p -.4L

(Continued ost next ragea
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*4*

if eq. A-13-17 isxpeaddin poers of A v ithonly the

first order term retained, eq. 111-2-7 is obtained.

L -

N'::~

• 4
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Appendix 14 - Scalar Model of Smoothening Films Roughness

Our formalism follows Eastman (1978), and treats the reflection from

each interface using scalar scattering theory. In a nutshell, the theory

makes the assuimption that the near-field reflec--ed amplitude above scme -'
rough feature has a phase aberration equal to twice the local roughness

height, but is umaffected in magnitude. In essence we take the magnitude

of the reflectance to be given by the undegraded Fresnel coefficient for

the interface.

Eastman (1978) cites conditions that must obtain in order to apply

this scalar model to reflection from the interfaces.

1) 7he slopes of the irregularities must be umall enough that the

Fresnel coefficients be constant. (This is a generalization of what -. .

Eastman says.) .' o. "...

2) The radii of curvature of the irregularities must be large

compared to the wavelength.

Following Eastman, we will also assume that shadowing and multiple

reflections between the rough features in a single interface are

negligible. We also neglect bulk scattering. Carniglia (1981) discusses

the conditions under which bulk scattering can be treated with a scalar

approach.

When applying the scalar theory to the case of multiple interfaces,

there is an additional requirement that we must impose that is

considerably more stringent than the single-interface requirements above.

4

q

• .

-. . -.-.*. . ....
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A-14-2

This requirement is that the transverse spreading that the beaM

3.. undergoes as it is reflected fram the finite-thckness nultilayer, due

either to diffraction from rough features, or to the transverse

displacement that occurs following oblique reflection from underlying

layers, be mall cxmared to the width of a typical rough feature (so long

as the beam remains within the structure). Each local region of the

wltilayer (i.e. the region in which the interfering partially reflected

components of the beam are generated) can then be treated as

one-dimensional, with the defects being essentially randmn thickness

errors rather than roughness of varying height.

Quantitatively, the requirement that displacement due to oblique

incidence be less than the width of a rough feature can be written

N. - -U

Ne l T.

where 1. is the transverse autoxorrelation length, G* is the angle of
0F

incidence, d is the period length, and N is either the number of layers,

or the effective number of layers as limited by absorption or structural

defects.

We now show that eq. A-14-1 is equivalent to a requirement that the

angle between the diffusely scattered radiation and the specular beam be

within the acceptance angle of the multilayer. loosely speaking, we might

describe this as a requirement that the multilayer ust continue to be

I * * - -- -
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highly reflecting despite any departures from the Bragg angle caused by

the finite slopes of the rough features.• '.-..

- If ' is the angle at which radiation is diffracted away from the

Bragg angle by a typical rough feature, then

1n

,, (A-14- ,)

.Cos-,

where is the angle of incidence. From eqs. 11-3-16, 9, and 30

AA -14"-3)

Using eqs. A-14-2 and 3, and setting e, - eS , eq. A-14-1 becomes

II <( ,(A-14-4)

zq. A-14-1 involves only the transverse displaoement that occurs due

to oblique reflection from a multilayer of finite thickness. At normal

incidence, the dominant transverse displacement will be that due to

diffraction from rough features in the lower interfaces. aq. A-14-4 cant!

,4

a~- .

.9 .
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be show to express this nomal incidence requirement as well.

UiI. A-14-4 can be shown to be more restictive than the single.

Interface cditimns 1 and 2 aove, "e consider condition 1, and show

that
I--,SI I "

S do d

where a is the single-interface reflectivity and is the iwitilayer

reflectivity, so that if eq. A-14-4 is satisfied,

3 < I-S d < "d lq doj

(A - 14- 6)

-p For sibplicity we consider S polarization; then

5 S = - - -( - -?.+x
+ x (A-14-7)

where

n L (AS 81)
- ws1N

.5a 5 " . .
45 5- '

S%',,I
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-I

with 0 and S given by Snell's law.

Then we find that in the x-ray regime

s dO --ip--

Fra eq. 11-2-il we find

since I1 << ,eqs. A-14-s and 6 folow.

Naw let a be a typical radius of curvature for an irregularity

(condition 2). Clearly . K, 2& if we assume non-periodic roughness.

Then away fram normal incidence, we require according to eq. A-14-1

(A- -U " 1

or

sinG sine9

Atc. COS

4o ...

*,, -,4 - } "'-
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Again it is straightforward to show that in the normal

incidence regime as well.

Thus, the requirement that the region sampled by each ray in

traversing the multilayer be transversely inall compared to the width of a

rough feature is a sufficient condition for requirements 1 and 2 above of

"* the scalar scattering theory. -

wenotethatsince A is likely to be of the order of the

field of view in an imaging application, the scalar theory can be applied

to roughness which scatters radiation within the field of view.

Given that a one-dimensional formalism can be used to make a scalar

treatment of reflection from the rough interfaces, it is then necessary to

calculate the statistical properties of the near-field radiation, and to

propagate the radiation to the far-field.

We rcw briefly sketch the requirements of the statistical calculation

and the far-field propagation. The formalinm is essentially a recasting

of that of Eastman (1978) into the notation of our difference equation.

If W is the total power in the intercepted portion of an incident

plane wave having propagation vector k , then the diffracted wnplitude

in given by

i-'-

-4-dx-dy eS- e:'-"

--2-

-(A-1--F"

.4,X
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I.o-. .

Here rp is the distance from the point x,y to the observation point, and

r (xy) is the position vector of x,y. We have treated the uultilayer as ,...

an LxL square, have set the obliquity factor to cos So , and have set the

incident aWlitude to (W / L cos G. ) 7 * te coordinate system is

that shown in fig. V-2-2.

In the far-field

LIZ

CosG _;kxAcos8U* -ikyt
U L s dxdy e e x,y) S.-""

L/A

(A-14-14)

Eq. A-14-13 assumes that is measured at a planar interface, as
will be the case with our near-field analysis of smoothening films. The

cases of roughening films and columar films are discussed in Appendix 15.

If L 1I, we wuld expect that

lU(Ae, )" -- < lU(AQ,,l > (A-.14-1S) -~

%- 4 ,

This assumption, that non-deterministic effects will average out when the

structure ontains a large number of rough features, breaks down in the

4'. %

di!:!i

i4i~i
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far-field at very fine swales; however w neglect the fine-scale speckle

* that in principle is present fofllwing reflection of an ideal

monochromatic plane wave from a rough surfaoce.

Then

C Wos -&ggAcs
tul' e :rL£ dxdx'dydy'e' X OO 0 e-

LA (A-14 -16)

<I.-.I > .+ eiRe v <- >>v) +x<
.7~

4which, since <f > 0 ,becomes

*l W Cs

Ale a

.7 *1 0 -

(A-14-17)

%2
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O fra eq. A-14-14,

lul"= I<u>Il +

^JidxdJ<dydy, e, ., >_.

(A--14-18)

Since the argument of the transform in the first term of eq. A-14-17

is independent of x and y, I< U >I becaes a delta-function of the

scattering anges e,

Since this component is not spatially dispersed and has a

* deterministic phase, we can regard it as the specular reflectivity. The

second term of eq. A-14-17 is therefore the diffuse bern.

Given our choice of normalization, eq. A-14-17 has the dimensions of

power per unit projected area, i.e. &I/dA . In the coordinate system of

fig. IV-2-2 we will have

-IN

This will hold even near normal incidence. Thus, we can factor out the

2:'.

I,.".-'
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incident poer in eq. A-14-17, and write

. ,
aicted < (>

+ I "

dxdx'ddly' 9~ <l (X, iI1,')1," (%., ,,.)>

(A-14 -ZO)

where the S-function is entered at 6 e , 90 0.

since the total near-field power is

w4/w
befiected We (xd cos cA..,O , ) d,, o, y N, Yo,)

L CosO JJff jY~M~1

4(A-1 -,LI)•.-,
L.

w have assaLng < W >A

w,,,,,. 1W, (I< %> +" < (A> c- 1-22).-.

In the ditffum beaM i$ ..-< (A -14 -3)
wefl..ted < I I > )I- -;:"i_.

.,-

-*_ • .,] . .- Ix u> .
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We will assume for siuplicity that the roughness is isotr pic, so

that eqs. IV-2-3,4 hold.

Then, if 1r<< L, we can convert the second term in eq. A-14-17

(diffuse berm) into a lourier-Sessel transform (Goodhan, 1968, pg. 11), to

obtain eq. P1-2-5. -

In the text, we have defined the far-field amplitude reflectance to

be the (properly phased) quantity whose magnitude squared is the far-field

power per unit are& divided b the incident poer per unit area. The -'

latter is we / L coo 9., so eq. IV-2-l (suitably modified for roughening

film. as discussed in appendix 15) then follows froa eq. A-14-14.

N.7

NL4

C..,,
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we now use our difference equation formalism to determine the

statistical properties of the near field reflectivity (, y) in the L J

presence of moothening films.

in the simplest case, the local one dimensional structure with

moothening films can be taken to be that of a multilayer containing

non-accumulating thickness errors. We aply the phenomenological model of

sec. 11-6, assuming for simplicity that the ailtilayer is periodic (it

would not be very difficult to generalize the smoothening film case to

aperiodic structures as was die in sec. 1-6).

We note that this analysis uses the unit cell deoqpviton of - --

fig. A-11-1, so that is provided by the formalism at the fictitious

planar interfaces that separate the cells.

Asuming Gaussian statistics, we then obtain eq. A-11-3 giving

in terms of e ; as discussed in sec. XV-2 the derivation is the

same as in the one-dimensional case. If we take expectation values with

* terms of order q" A neglected, and solve for < > in the steady-state,

we obtain eq. IV-2-10 for the specular bam. By manipulations similar to

those in appendix 3, we then obtain eq. 1V-2-9 for the specular beam

outside the steady-state.

sq. Iv-2-12 for the diffuse beam in based on a slightly different

one-dimensional model for smoothening f im this revised model allows us

to consider the effect of finite longitudinal autocorrelations.

To do so we mst assume that in each cell the upper interface of the

central layer replicates the roughness profile in the lower interface of

that layer.

• -.:->>:.- - -
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We then onsider varying degrees of longitudinal correlation between

the roughness of the upper interface and the roughness in the layers that

are deposited an top of it.

Thus, referring to fig. -11-1, we take f - and

following steps similar to those used to derive eq. A-11-3 in appendix 11,

w obtain -

'A': .,X , ) -.-:eSn e(X ) (41-4

where , E (/ ) .os0. .

The steady-state solution is eq. 11-6-23 (which also obtains if the

profiles in the upper and lower interfaces are uncorrelated, but have

equal Ms magnitudes).
Now, as a prelude to deriving eq. IV-2-13 for the diffusely reflected

intensity in the presence of finite longitudinal autocorrelations, we

ionsider a cude mcdel in which there is a step-like longitudinal

autocrelation that extends over j cells (where j is an integer greater

:_, than zero).

A'., The s -tocorrelation is step-like in the sense that

3,. -A74.z5

ii"?-

7%::.,:
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* + A-14-14

4. :.4 4

and

if;>I
0 .<

otherwise
-..

Since <<« 1 we can use eq. A-14-24 to express in terms

of as follows

-Lite <i; ;r, e-2; > "-"

A- -1A

-S. °,,,.,,

-Lite 84 -34

'4+

< q , 2.an e - ire 9

to order awhere r is the defect-free value of the parmeter r.

We will assue that jin muff iciently small that

h•t « 1 (A-14-ZI)
.. i

%,

l*-.' .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *V*** . u-*4*--**
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so that the groUP of cells within one longitudinal autocorrelation length

has only a weak interaction with the incident beum.

Under this assumption we can coalesce the j cells into one by

successive application of the steps in eq. A-14-27, to obtain

The only effect of the step-like longitudinal autocorrelation is to

multiply all cellular parameters except 9 by J.

Because of the step-like autooorrelation, the identity expressed in

eq. 11-5-6 still obtains. Taking the expectation value of eq. A-14-29, we

then obtain

SL

- < j .r i e

_ ;. <q -> ' e j;-. < > e ¢ .-.-:::

5,..- .- .. - -
(A -14-.30)

assuming Gaussian statistics.
o-o" . °

".5' .'

.5.... .- - ,
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A-14-16

Subtracting fran eq. A-14-29,

< A -x -; >
Aai. 

"•j;.

,<a'. -Aa - ija, -Z'j.

,----- - --
-A D C A-1-1

-7

We label these terms alphabetically for convenience.

ftrAn in apendix 12, we expect to be of her order hn

As-' --- ff -m taeteexettonv.e

A +"
D-A~-' ;E-A (A-14-32)

since our equation for contains no termi of zero order in A

(i.e. no term of order < or unity), and since it contains all terms ,.,-

first order in we can square it to otain an equation for V
accurate to order A.We neglect all terms of higher order than 16zin

z

I: .i

driving termsn and coefficients of I ,and take the expectation value.
We find

~ a> -4jas A 12 +
>II n ,jI* 1(-

1 14 -4<t

(et itnued on nest pa)

4:'f*,h ., - '.' .-., .... ,. v . .- . . --v , ., '. - -, " . - , - , , -, ,. . - - - , .. . .
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A-14-17

--. eil>
IROa (ijire < '  < ,>) < I :

(A-14-33, co,,,;m,,ed).-
~In the st;eatly-state

t j 3i ( )t h (' <4,->) .:.A.

LV

x I-ze > o < > 14
(A-14- o

where Isl give by sq. ZV-n1. *.En
Under our asumed step-like longitudinal autooorrelation function, -'''

',."-

the dif e be sales linearly with the autwrrelation length J.'

We ow oansider the effect of a non-step-like autooorrelation length.

We first ocnleuoe tgether the layers K through K + h, where h is a

"large-sall" integer assuied to be larger than the nueber of layers

within an longitudinal autooocrelation length, but mall omared to the

reciprocal of A•

~ ~ v, .' *-.
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When w oaolese the h layes, we get

£t ~ ;ke a e

tM,,,,= * e,,- i /, +- .- .-- !

and

<f>=e <o> -; q

* ~e e>ity

(A--4-37)

arid

0a -

fiea"" 0.. e h, rr+

*% -[ C "g+~
+-"+ ql q- a" +

(A-" "-.-)

* ... ~ . .,.~* ~%* .* % * - ~ :~ YN >:C 9~,--".v' -. *.
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A-14-19

In the soft x-ray region, we usually will have r < t and

< > < , sotht Y< >/t << I the final term of

eq. A-14-37 is therefore the least sensitive. (The last term also

* .. vanishes when < t > attains its largest magnitude, as 4,q = 0.)

We will assume that in this least sensitive term we can make the

substitution made above with the step-like autoorrelation function,

nmely

.

e >-.-.-

(A- 14-39)

* 2 -
Then to order (dropping terms of order A ) we obtain

eq. Wl-2-12 with

I 4<,> 124 (-,) -4<E >

A [ X .. (e.' > -h
e <z eqqq e

(A-14-3q)

and

ft, e 4 |

4<; it >

(ContIlued M lext page)
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(A 14 -4q, cont;xud)

-* We now assume the Gaussian bivariate distribution of eq. W'-2-14, so

that

-- • - h (A-14-41)

.4":

and

K.,-L R.o-A - 4C () < 2

Because of our assuWmtion that h is large ounpared to the

longitudinal autocorrelation length, these sums will effectively terminate

as CL (s) vanishes, and so A and B will be independent of the upper limits

• °~

",' 4

a.;
4,,-

'Iq " ," . ',, "_k". ,. ,"•"-".-."-"-- -- "- .' . . ... . " -
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an the mations. 3ks. W1-2-13 and 12 then follow.

if C L (s) has a width 5 , then the longitudinal autocorrelationL

" length is given b y 2srp + I ( cannot be negative), hoe the

appearance of the above expressions for A and B. The magnitude of the

diffuse beam will no scale approximately linearly with 29.r + 1,

rather than exactly linearly with j as with the step-like longitudinal

autocorrelation.

we now calculate < ,) ( ) > in order to

obtain the angular distribution of the diffusely scattered radiation.

Using sq. A-14-31 with j a 1, and asszing now that the statistics of

the roughness are Gaussian bivariate in the transverse direction

(eqs. IV-2-3,4), we find

- 4 A 
**U

*1 e < Q > )

-7I~4<;>)(i-gCcv)) - < > """- :

"4 4<4(:> (iC ))-

exe?

z -4<i (i#(A() -4<j)

I e4.4, -4 .c;o>

r e'<

+~li (e4(4>(I W

,t -4; U C-4$ I >1
,,,,,2'2 '" "" 2 '- .-.,.-. - .-. . . . ... ..- , -. ..... . - -'-(e- . . . , -.- e - .

r-r_- ," - .- " - ' 'o.- ". ..". -" " "- _" .'" - -'- " " ''" ' '-"-Z "" ",'v; e" <'""' ' '," ".'' " "
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Appendix 15 - Analysis of Roughening Films and Columnar Films

This appendix first considers the effect of roughening films,

i.e. roughness whose one-dimensional analogue is accumulating random

thickness errors. With accumulating thickness errors the unit cell length ..Po-

is not cnstant, and the total thickness error in the miltilayer increases

in a random walk fashion as more layers are added.

Thus, in contrast to the situation with umoothening films, our

formalim will provide the near-field reflectivity (, y) along a

rough surface, o t (,,) mst be propagated to a flat plane before

* taking the Fourier transform.

If in fig. IV-2-2, rp (m,y,z i,y) is the distance to the

observation point, and k the propagation vector for the incident

plane-wave, then neglecting terms of quadratic and higher order in the i

scattering angles *J..

k r = Contstavit

k xcos k A y 4 k cos 0 k Y)C k('Y)Sm1

,N:...

(A-i°-I)

where is the position vector of a point on the rough upper interface

(measured relative to an origin in the defect-free interfacial plane), and

where

=A

9'. '-.N

°."'"

9 -:

I--,,2?
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Y)~~~~- A dK('. oAl X

-~ y X /- d5 (m,y) - Ih uy

auI•

(A 15- 2)

We can simplify eq. A-iS-1 by neglecting the last term (although the

analysis can if desired be worked without this simplification). The

neglect is permissible because in cases of greatest interest,

-4r << .. Sr-- .~ ( ') and <A At

(,ec. 1-5), sotht <1i3 (,y)> -. < .>and

from eq. n1-3-21,

k-k (m'Y)smnB9hAO - .5itio (zd. )iK 15-3)

Then what w will call the "flat-field propagators beooaes

e~z* '  1ik (g 'y) - e;-- A. c, .--...

(A- 15-4)

%' S..

.4.5/ -,
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We not n calculate the secular reflectivity by evaluating J

-.-... ;

assuming Gaussian statistics,

> e

<<e e g

4'.To evaluate the second term, w begin with sq. 11-5-13, ombine the
4 second and third terms into an exponential (valid to within the neglect of

termof ceder A ,(Aq)) 3 to otain

4.4"

e-9

- < o- '

.-.> >
(A- 1S- 7) -

C-3!

* ** '..
9

rq~P** ~ -~ .. *~.. ''.~1*~ :*.-..--°.
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'41k
A-15-4

where i is given by eq. 11-5-i5. Next, in multiply by the flat-field

Propagator of eq. A-i5-4, and take expectation values

<~ e e %>h

'.'

<t.,,_ • > > w in t

we ow howtha th amofthe two quantities intefnlterm is

negligible. (This will require a fairly involved analysis.)

Using the identity of eq. 11-5-6, w have (note the upper limit of K

on the su~ation)

'p.'.' .

- ep 1> •> ,,' >

- e - (A-Is-?) '"

eK

L .6

* . <*.e* .> -> < .> -<" .m
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A -ZS(-S A -"-

and8

-1<

- .E V A"I-.o)

" -

to justif (eAoh a-e)

44. ,'L<." -Ait< .?,

-d V . <- q z > e thtV s-a0i order(Ay). n •, <til by th fl-field propagtor (uper suscri

9- .

stiy neglet h-

V f -e e Vq &1- ltn ~ €& ,q.A

4 < >< Ca 3 A -A>e a'u '>

O(N - 1,-iL)
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K-l5-6

ltw last term of sq. A-15-1.2 can be shm~n as follm~s to be

negligible. We have

I(A

= . e' ' a> 'V:"

.' <a

Wx<&p> e'z ''  >.--<

-(AIS--13)

mtwSt

mo that sq. A-15-12 b:oomzes

V eV 4" <  <Alp > e >

(A.0:-59

LIU:.Ai-

- , : . - : ..: .. - Sal .. . ,,, , -, , -, . - . , - . - . . .- . ,
W. . . .. (-. ..is.- " . ._ U ), . . -
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If we square sq. A-l5-7, take its expectation value, mltiply by the -

expectation value of the flat-field propagator of eq. A-15-4, and subtract

from eq. A-15-15, we find

wtwr IJis defined in eq. h-15-10.

if heabsorption is in steadystate, we have (using eq. 11-5-23 and.--.

the approximate solution for < >in eq. 11-5-28), that the last term can"--

be wr itten as

e U e
< A>p< > e'A-.'5-<16)

(-.. f17

e Wo show that this term is quite emall.
be-i write as

'- .

%" a,

.. ,-..
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In the s t x-ray regime, we can set

Further, if absorption is in steady-state,

K - I,(--., .iq,

so t order of magnitude, the last term of q. A-s-16 is

ItAt (A-15-20)

%iwre

'4 < (A-g-o)
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Considered as a functicm of y, eq. A-15-20 has a uaxlm= value of

a 00.16 o At at y- 0.46; at other values of < A"> or at

significantly different values of K, the final term of eq. A-15-16 wlfl be

still maller.

Thus, if we treat the final term of eq. A-15-16 as having this value

in steady-state, we will obtain an qper bound K

The steady-state value of U obtained from eq. A-15-16 will then be

L H%

(A-15-,2)

Thus, we neglect U in eq. A-]S-8. The remaining terms of the

$: equation are straightforward to evaluate. As a linear difference

equaticn, it then has the solution

<

K-I K

, KT-I 
".Lz4a Av e Kl e Ks

(A -i5-Z3) , "

. . ......

.4 .. . . . . . . .
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We now substitute from eq. A-10-9, with the additional approdimation

D ~ - (A- is-*4
-I-

which is most accurate when the factor in the second term of

.q. A-l5-6 presently being evaluated is largest, i.e. when this second

term is most important relative to the first. The substitution from

eq. A-10-9 is also most accurate when becomes large relative to

<~q>

We obtain

=~a-' -z.>e4m -C )<A l >>
= >= " . L'"

a--. .-a -

£~Z 5 a-s (iv~p Z <~.> }( I-.-Ay
-4<~y~ <~>~,~ a /a alm

a*.i. =

a,1l~

(A-if-i.)

I'"'""""''',,, ""-, ,.,"'" "r"",", "... .. ,"''''''
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we make separate approximations to evaluate each of the two terms on

the right.
In the first term, we can set S., . When < >> Ai

K <t -<t >since < > <( ,on the other hand when

< A9"> < ,large K" terms dominate the sm; thus, the

substitution is accurate in either limit.

The exponential factor in front of the K 0 summation in the second

term of eq. A-15-25 is small when absorption is in steady-state, so that

this second term is significant only when the first term in eq. A-15-6 is

also small, i.e. when <A > >> At. The small K terms dominate in

this case. We therefore set < .,,> a 0 •

In the K suunation in the econd term of eq. A-15-25, we again use

the aproxilations in eqs. A-10-9 and A-15-24

X(i-

.e
-~, ~(~)-i)< > - _____< > + <'..

- i-oo~(K-i) , < t> <A>'--

- 2...'..- . .'2 . ...'.-" ." .. "- .- " -" --- "- -".--. - *"." . .- .- - . . " . . " .- "Y_-" . - "", ""''" '.
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4".

With these substitutiom sq. A-15-25 becomes

eo

-a <AJ> e j>

rr+

. A-1-2)
..

When this is oombined with sq. A-15-6, eq. IV-2-2 is obtained. -

-° o

-.

4.

4 "
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We ow calculate the diffusely scattered radiation.

The total fractional power in the diffuse beam is the near field

reflectivit (q. 11-5-36) less the specular reflectivity (magnitue :3:::

squared of eq. IV-2-2).

To calculate the angular distribution of the scattered radiation, it

Is easiest to calculate the angular distribution of the total radiated

field, and then subtract the specular conoent.

Taking eq. 11-5-5, multiplying by the flat-field propagator, and then

multiplying by the conjugate at the primed oordinates,

(X Y ) ).

-OL Res

.. 4i/-;A 9 (")- 4y') l (Alp ,aY) - Alp ,C4 y'))--a
,e e e . its

*z;X ( P NC Y) - A%, 9

-(;r-p)e*x'.y')e ' s '-

X ( ,2 ,y)- A (K,y')- ) -'-.-"

K'K K
- (-'r'-p'} e (,y9(~Y Y') e t's

iZi ((AC I %Fy)
I7. K'4

(A-' I-Z)4 %
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A-B-14

The expectation value of the first term on the right is straightforward to

evaluate. To evaluate the second pair of terms, we def ine

L ,E < 9(x,y) (:o ,Y'' e >' 1-K' -'

V., (X, 7. XoP ,) y)eyX-.7.K K

Using 9
* * (Xy)- lpy')

' s (Z , (,.,y , N- ?X, "Y)) " ..

4.-.r.0 .. :.,

(X, Itoo >

K <(ly ,)u. € (Ky') e 'mL €.y K >'

(X X-') + (, y') = OW-Y'; Y)

-z yY- ".:.- Aq. ;,.

-' (A -1-30)

we have

+ +P-r p) (it, y) e

; , /, *, ,,,- ,- -. , , , - .. . , - .. . .. ,. . . , ' , .- -.- , , ,-. ,- ,.. ., ,,. .. .. ..... ,. . . . .
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A-1!5-15

The final, least sensitive term in eq. A-15-28 remain to be
'-..,

evaluated. if we make the apprximation

K

e &I,( ,Y) - ,',
aK=~ X <Y.,) , y") e > c ,

(&q- (x-y) q ) Y.)

difficulties at large <A >_ where the term is small. Even in the :..
i ~ ~intermediate region the error should be smal1 at soft x-ray wavelengths.""

'4 -- % .e u'

Then assuming the Gaussian bivariate distribution of eqs. IV-2-3,4, :

eq. A-15-28 becoms ,.

-4A

(A-B5-33)

&a

- d A." ....-

-...-:.

-'U.,<,,>, (,

'I..

• .".4

U:e:..:e(- r-:V
K*L -K .

:A::

-;,Arh .'. ' -*v.-" '-.-..'4 .'- . - .- ' . -. - - . . -." . . -. - .-.- -,.- . . .- - .". -. . - . ---.
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A-15-16

To evaluate this w mst find an approximte slution for V . 0

do so we neglect the last, least sensitive term in eq. r1-5-5, and ....

mltiply both sides by the product of the flat-field propagator at K + 1

with the ojugate propagator at the prized coodinates.

m obtain

a x e e~l min, SO
it

To evalae e expecato of they') f irst tm , e us eq. ') 1 -5-6, so

,z; (&4 &,y9 -,y) A 4p((i","Y'

- (;- ia,-

- *S'%

-- IL

bS o &

To evaluate the expectation of the first term, we use eq. 11-5-6, so - '-'

%I~ C,(,,,) e•>'<ex;-'.:-:Y

"i " -4 <Aqa> (A- C(V)) (A-15-3""

• (A-X -Aqh.(-'-':-

4..-

6' Ay C-.'))

- "/:' ',,...,- ... . , -. ,. . . .. , .. - (.A. , . . . . . ,v,). .. . . . .. .- . -. ,-),..
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It is straightforward to evaluate the expectation value of the second term
Po

In eq. A-15-34. The equation n beo as a linear difference equation,

whose formal solution, neglecting ters of order A * i

-K(i<t> +3<? > - C(v)<&4 )z.=-(;r-P)e.,,-

(where the sinch-function is defined in eq. IV-2-8). .. "

To partially ompensate for our neglect of the f iaLI term in." "

eq. 11-5-5, we re-normlze -;'> <1

i<T> + <t> <"A--t

ex

(A-IS-37)

eq. 1-5-5 wa r-n"raliz

:1 "-
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2his Is Wmat inte limt <a4" <g< < and

Iac-v0 ~ , it >>' 3.
11 is now the sam of five geometric series (including two conjugate ,

pairs).

the solution is

e. 

.v -4R* <f> <~>(-~) K-1)(-rt p*)

{ <t > +tqo

-e e iCL (K)A -<

SeicK- 1) (L 5<&T>

(iv~p) <V>}

Sinck (- ) L A > (AL-C (V)))] .*4.

-~~~f 3o)..'-
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A-15-19

Eq. A-LS-38 includes the specular beam as well as the diffuse beam. RI

Since the aproKlmatbuos made in sq. rV-2-2 are slightly different from

those made in eq. A-15-38, the best way to subtract out the specular

oomionent is to evaluate sq. A-15-38 as v -m a, and subtract the result

f ram the f inite-v equation. This results in eq. IV-2-7.

Note that in eq. IV-2-6 we have 4ef ined the quantity _ (, y) to
7_

be given by eq. IV-2-6 for roughening films, and to be given by

(x, y for smoothening film, in order to unify our treatment ofY

the two cases.

i7..

4.'f

:..:.

I -'.
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A-1S-20 ' "

A We now evaluate the specular reflectivity in the presence of olumnar
film. We treat the near-field bean as being reflected from a periodic

multilayer whose Bragg detuning parameter op is a random variablel as

usual w assume a Gaussian distribution ""

(A-IS-"/39)

where ANK(x,y) is the local variation in growth rate, i.e. '2

d(xy) - <a> 11 +A K(x,y)).

As in the case of roughening films, a flat-field propagator must be

used, but now (x, y) is independent of K. We therefore must evaluate

,- 5.

> <e > dqP(4?) 0 (40
#avism war fieldj

I.5 - .

(A-15-40)
*t..'

I:2..
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We will use the a~Mwoaiate ewW*sscn for the reflectivity obtained

by omining gs. 11-3-1 and 2,

3t e.y-t

From the first term of eq. A-15-41, w mist evaluate

ee

dV (Y-1) <t >e

(A -1-42)

As the Fourier trafom of a product, I. £Is the convolution of two~
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A-15-22

We find through straightforward manipulations that

A a
- <t>,an<,k> -X.< *> (:-s)

Zoie e,

(A 15-43)

where I (w) Is the c plex error function as defined in the text.

The second term of eq. A-15-41 leads to a slar expression.

7he mn of both terms is

hr <">/1a<eiK'> -V < >C(7- 1)

~, I

<?> =--ee

;~~ ~ t > -;.

K ! / ,z,,.&(A C -1 5 43i)

] .,Y . . . . . .-
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In order to improve the ao~zracy we re-normalize to the exact

defect-free solution of eq. 11-2-11. Eq. XV-2-16 is then d~tained.

.56
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Appendix 16 - Materials Cominations that Maximize Integrated

Reflectivity

In this appendix we describe the results of a modification to the

materials search program of sec. II-2-C; the modified program seeks to

maximize integrated reflectivity (or collection solid angle) rather than

peak reflectivity. The output routines in the search program have also

been modified, in order to have printed out a number of possible materials

pairs at each wavelength. To this end, the program prints several

different lists of materials for each wavelength; fig. A-16-1 shows the

detailed criteria on which the different lists are based.

An abbreviated tabulation of the materials selections (31

wavelengths) is given in table A-16-1. A fuller listing (125 wavelengths)

is available upon request from the author. (Present address: IBM; Thamas

J. Watson Research Center; P.O. Box 218; Yorktown Heights, NY 10598.)

The sorting parameter used by the program is the entry in

table A-16-1 labeled "SOLID AI 1E, v .._-6 more precisely is the quantity

8 X R pe This estimate of the collection solid angle (in

steradians) applies to a imltilayer-coated spherical reflector focussing

collimated radiation. The multilayer reflection profile is assumed to be

a Lorentzian function of phase thickness as in eq. 11-3-1, except that to

improve the accuracy we have met the 7NW equal to 2o" rather than

In addition, we assume that the coating's angle ot peak reflectivity

is sufficiently detuned from normal incidence that both sides of the

reflection curve are realized at angles within 90" from the surface, and

-. iV . °," ."..;v .. vw .. . ' .'. ** . - . 4 .. .. %° -
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A-16-3

yet sufficiently close to normal incidence that polarization and obliquity

effects can be neglected throughout the angular b.ndpas.,

Because of the large acceptance angles that ultilayers have at

longer x-ray wavelengths, these aproximations tend to hold only roughly.

We have found by numerical integration that the *trigonometric efficiency

factor, defined to be the resultant loss factor from all the above

effects, is about 0.5 for the longer wavelengths in the table (assuming

that the angle of peak reflectivity has also been numerically optimized).

For o iparison's sake, the normal incidence factor of 87 is used by

the search program at short wavelengths where normal incidence operation

is imLpractical. The sorting parameter can also be regarded as an

apprcocimate index for the one-dimensional integral of reflectivity over

angle (to within a different normalization constant).

The search program has excluded from consideration the same chemical

elements as were excluded by the earlier program (sec. 11-2-C). As

before, structural defects were not considered. The optical constants

used in the search are those of Henke et al. (1982).

We are indebted to E. SpiLler (1982a) for useful discussion of these

topics.
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NmIN z Alan IsS 5'- .

WAVE- OUD-"
LENGTH ABCNt a h LEMN- 3 mma wDini- W. I,

(AT ) (US
(NOIVAL)

(ST1RAD.) (INCIDZNCZ) (DI. 3L)

115.33 1.2459189 .7841 15.8 .4599 it rDII IO STRONTIUM

115.33 12439364 .7754 15.7 .4 U1 HENIUM STRONTIUM
113.33 1.1312389 .6327 15.2 .4896 WTEUM CALCIUM
115.33 1.12333836 .6921 1S.S .4923 RHODIUM CALCIUM

115.33 1.1312339 .6827 15.2 .4896 m IUum CALCIUM

115.33 .8663727 .3809 11.0 .4601 SILVER IRASZODYMIUM
115.33 .5302324 .23821 13.4 .4517 SILICON MOLYBDUNUM
115.33 .4617827 .2736 14.9 ,4302 lOOD rr-UM
115.33 .3461327 .2059 15.0 .43S4 PL1TINUM CERIUM

11S.33 1.13123389 .6827 15.2 .4896 RTIUM CT -IUM

115.33 1.057948 .5791 13.7 .4860 PIASEODYI MX RUTEIIUM
115.33 1.0429040 .5871 14.1 .4822 1UASUODKIUM ROD4IUM
115.33 .8960732 .6607 18.5 .4824 RUTHEIUM BORON .
115.33 .3663727 .3809 11.0 .4601 SILVER PASODYMIUM
115.33 .7646700 .2509 3.2 .4948 SILICON SILVER
115.33 .7350939 .3950 13.5 .4462 SILVER TTRIUM

115.33 .7208903 .56238 19.6 .4948 RUTIEIUM CAPON
115.33 .7078087 .5708 20.3 .49382 RAODIUM CARBON
115.33 .5910508 .3675 15.6 .4402 SILVER CARBON
115.33 .3608713 .2454 17.1 .4251 GOLD CARBON
115.33 .2339764 .3264 238.9 .4747 OLYBDENIUM CARBON
115.33 .2650908 .2015 19.1 .4209 PLATINUM CARON

104.71 .9434196 .7319 19.5 .4576 ITIUM STRONTIUM

104.71 .9338507 .6877 18.5 .4390 SILVER STRONTIUM
104.71 .3971526 .7265 20.4 .4594 RHODIUM STRONTIUM
104.71 ,843955 .6004 17.9 .4654 SILVER CALCIUM

104.71 .8439550 .6004 17.9 .4654 SILVER CALCIUM
104.71 .7416199 .3943 13.4 .4383 PRAS9ODMI UM HMODIU4
104.71 .4853143 .2591 13.4 .4714 GOLD SAARIUM
104.71 .4360256 .3213 18.6 .4703 CERIUM MOLYBDENUM
104.71 .3467946 .2S52 1.5 .4630 CAIUIUM VZODYMIUM

104.71 .439S50 .6004 17.9 .4654 SILVER CALCIUM
104.71 83204040 .3630 11.1 .4540 PRASBODYMUM SILVER
104.71 .77832769 .4000 12.9 .4398 PRASE)DYMIUM RUTU]IUM-
104.71 .7765239 .4312 15.6 .4970 SILVER NEDYMIUM4
104.71 .7416199 3943 13.4 .4383 PRASBODYMIUM RHODIUM
104.71 .7185995 .5220 18.3 .4789 SILVER YTTRIUM .-- 4.

104.71 .7059370 .4606 16.4 .4972 SILVER IROPIU1 .4.

104.71 .5607162 .4966 22.3 .4707 SILVER CARBON
104.71 .5234735 .S317 25.5 .4861 RUTHENIUM CARBON
104.71 .4785341 .3156 27.2 .4872 RHODIUM CARDON

104.71 .2997S79 .2588 21.7 .4247 PRASDODYKIUM CARBON
104.71 .2914330 .2757 23.3 .4311 COW CARBON
104.71 .2215154 .3265 37.0 .4711 NDLYBDINUM4 CARBON
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WY- SOLIDzazww i
* ENGT AN=L IL UMS XU.UIT N U LK L.~T-I

AT (OR

.4(STEMD.) (INSCIDENCE) (m + DL)

9S.06 .8466226 .4864 14.4 .4456 SAAIUM SILVER

95.06 .0456917 .4641 13.3 .4537 SAMARIUM RUTENJIUM.
95.06 .7871425 .4402 14.1 .4570 SAMARIUM RHODIUM
9S.06 .7545046 .7125 23.7 .4692 SILVER STRONTIUM

95.06 .7307504 .6685 23.7 .4602 RUTEIUM STRONTIUM

95.06 .3647199 .4772 32.9 .4699 NOLYDEUM CALCIUM
95.06 .3146625 .1504 12.0 .4031 PUASZODYMIUM ANTIYM
95.06 .2876247 .2951 25.3 .4473 GOLD ITTRIUM

95.06 .84S6917 .4641 13.8 .4537 SAMARIUM RUTEIUM
95.06 .7871425 .4402 14.1 .4570 SAMARIUM RUODIUM
95.06 .7545046 .7125 23.7 .4692 SILVER STRONTIUM

*95.06 .6375146 .3864 15.2 .4586 SAMARIUM MDLYBDUIUM
95.06 .6349197 .6336 25.1 .4366 SILVER CALCIUM
95.06 .6252132 .3365 13.5 .4724 SAMARIUM CADMIUM
95.06 .6237275 .3904 15.7 .4561 SAMARIUM ANTIMON

: _ : 4 e oee ooee,.eeeoeeeeoo. *aoe eoeeoe .. e.*.T.............. .,...
- - - .  

' . . ."""

95.06 .4021658 .3779 23.6 .4297 SAMARIUM CARBON
95.06 .3992016 .5323 33.5 .4856 SILVER CARBON
95.06 .3906010 .5066 32.6 .4775 RUTHENIUM CARBON
35.06 .3245550 .4590 35.5 .4737 ABODIUM CARBON
95.06 .3065492 .1733 14.2 .3970 PRASSODYMIUM CARBON
95.06 .2015664 .2717 33.9 .4323 GOLD CARBON

36.31 S564039 .6025 27.1 .4789 RUTHENIUM STRONTIUM

36~3 .41353 .906 0.2 .480 SLVER STRONTU1M
36.31 .4741100 .5475 29.0 .4697 RIODIUM STRONTIUM
06.31 .4635554 .5720 31.0 .4752 RUTMIUM4 CAT IUM K.

36.1 .97063 550 3.1 479 SLVER CALCIUM
86.31 .3708609 :3815 25.9 .4951 TERBIUM RIODIUM
36.31 .3010392 .2240 13.7 .4242 GADOLINIUM CADMIUM
36.31 .2679853 .1699 15.9 .3979 SAMARIUM ANTIMONY
36.31 .2262272 .3471 33.6 .4885 NDMOLhU6N fl UIUM

36.31 .46365S4 S5720 31.0 .47S2 RUTEIUM CALCIUM
36.31 .4334391 .4366 25.0 .4374 TERBIUM E3TnIIUM
86.31 .3975163 .6084 33.5 .4476 RUTHENIUM BORON
36.31 .3960339 .4693 29.6 .4933 RUTEIUM TRIUM
36.31 .3746507 .4191 23.1 .4317 TERBIUM SILVER
86.31 .3708609 .3815 25.9 .4951 TERIUM RUODIUM
86.31 .3010392 .2240 16.7 .4242 GADOLINIUM4 CADMIUM

36.1 29009 .65 4.3 465 RUTHUKM CRO
36.31 .2606343 .1763 17.0 .3967 SAMAIUM4 CARBON
66.31 .2302056 .4476 43.9 .4722 SILVER CARBON
86.31 .2299501 .4129 45.1 .4594 RHODIUM CARBON
86.31 .2047679 .2200 27.0 .4084 GADOLINIUM CARBO
36.31 .1786223 .1996 23.1 .4052 NICKEL CARBON
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AY . DL DH UZ U . .j .

-mn A - S OLD M IM UM - I IS 5

( A? ) 
(IYAD.A IS7 ..... IIncIzucz) (m. o Ij

76.36 *399SOoo .07 1s0 ~ I STRONTIUM7.36 .161560 0 . 1SO0 31.5 .4475 EI CUl ON U

~78.36 
.3494729 .531J9.i49 

IWulmiuO m CAIZU
78.3M .3447553 .4S33 33.0 *.89 SOIU TOTU71.34 .2274 .5048 ..7 432 Runumick 1110r78.36 .2957230 .4873 41. .****13 ********************
7,.3, .1815807 .1710 -- '7 .4o4o nin;-, YTTRIUM76.36 .1791365 .1545 21.7 .4090 Mz UKr. igu CAMU,78 7.36 .15*0 *3.. 3.9 .424 OLKUIWN IDLTDUI
76.36 .349129 .5399 36.4 .4681 mzUK WCICM
78.35 .3228714 .6048 47.1 .4372 Ru 'mm 3OUNO
76.36 .2883169 .3940 343 .5004 RTUK ITRTOM78.36 .2561682 .2964 29.1 .4663 NOLIVIOUN 1WMj76.36 .2249668 .4662 52.1 .Asts JWTMZU CARPO
76.35 .2191406 .2561 29.4 .4713 NOLMZIUN RUODIUM78.36 .2068735 .3526 4 2.4 .403 WTUIZW SCtDWI
0. 36 .2249688 .4662 52.1 .4595 Rvrm:NIUN chrim 

"-
78.35 .1806071 .4047 54.3 .4530 lioo:m CARBON78.36 .1646495 .2222 33.9 .4065 ICIKUm CARSON76.36 .1612651 .1817 26.3 .3983 DYSPRWI. CARBN78.36 .1564130 .2300 36.5 .4083 CO0SLT CARRO76.36 .1544668 .2019 32.6 .4029 COFPX CARBOM

71.14 .28733 9 A2 545
71.14 .2821457 .4147 36.9 .4971 RUTE UK STiONTIU71.14 .2678040 .5160 46.4 .4621 Ruw~ cWxum71.14 .2470170 .5791 56.9 .4250 0IR0OONC 

71.14 .2420276 .3707 36.5 .4921 R.ONU STRONTIUM71.14 .19194"* .2727 3.7 .4099 EICRUj CALCIUM71.14 .1403105 .1602 27.1 .4413 OBALT ITR:* *71.14 .1403053 .2234 40.0 .4034 CDPM LalON'71.14 .123079 .1631 33.3 .4063 lLuWI LUARONI
71.14 .2621457 .4147 36.9 .4971 .RTHNIU S utiWTI .,71.14 .2676040 .5160 46.4 .4621 RIgzWUN C WIU

% 4171.14 .1970651 .4106 52.1 .4769 STROuNTIUM LAXMEU71.14 194099 .3156 40.4 .4909 TmTxRI, CARNmi-g
71.14 .1795501 .3351 46.9 .4984 STRONIU OLUSOCRUM71.14 .175326 .457 65.5 .4500 RUTWW4UM CARBON71.14 .1666662 421 63.9 .4587 RUHWUK LRu
71.14 .17S3296 .4572 65.5 .4500 RUTNINIUM CARUW71.14 .1516735 .2494 41.3 .A05 xzx CARECK71.14 .1460646 .2591 44.6 .4074 COWALT CARSOM71.14 .1403070 .3979 71.2 .4450 RiDmizk CAnon71.14 .1403053 .2234 40.0 .4034 COPPr canow71.14 .1236250 .2565 52.2 .4114 NCH CPKMN
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WAVV- SOLID 
Mu=2ALjwU IS 'sluUG~u ANGLE It a~ln -3~ gBM-

( AT•,( UzLc m ) ( -
• f_) (INCIDmECE) Me+ DL

.499 60.5 .4565 T CALIU64.59 .1863534 .3231 43.6 .4909 TRONIU RTHIUMN64.59 .1727932 .2942 42. .4100 NK64.59 ..... .106658 307 45 CALCIUM
=* .4129 CONALT CALCIU64.59 .1580743 .1794 26.5s 420 3~64.59 .1 3 0 3 .6 1 54.3 4062 STRONTC IUMO

64.59 1286219 .2407 47.0 .4045 CiPP NARZON64.59 .1240253 .1727 35.0 .457 CORN BIUM-
4577 .107771 .44464 59 150743 .17 4 2 .5 .4420 INCK 3t 0ON

64.59 .1433 .26s 4.6 .s0064.59 139260 .2779 0. 400 NIcKELM lc=lzm64.59 '1366851 .2665 42.6 .4045 NICKEL64 59 .133621 .5446 sooo S471NIUM LADN 7.
64.59 1276616 1471 26 .9 A C~ u m m
64.59 .1391260 .27 .50.2 .4040 NICKEL** ** ** *64.59 .1370o1 .46"5 8.3 .4015 NICKEL CARBON
64.59 .1339003 .29 54.3 .402 CALCIUM CA TRBONM64.59 .1320760 .2493 ,,., .4040 CR
64.S9 .113521 .267 63.7 .4102 ICE CARBON
64.59 .1038976 .3131 7.41S 

CARBON

64.4 .1566105 3209 54 •402 COBLT
56.64 .154.364 .4665 76 . . ****h***CALCI**56.4 .113212 .2376 54. .4022 COPP. CALC-um

5s .1240976 .3101 62.7 .401 imp CARBON56.64 .1166205 .206 53.0 4 ICOKT CLIM
5 6 .6 4 . 0 9 6 6 . 2. ...4 3 2 I B K8 A N z~

56.64 .12107 .209 56.2 .4066 NICKpl. mARBON

6 .1964 .338 6.0 .403 NICAS.64 .2966 .1655 32.8 C458A NIKL0C TOIUM
56.64 .1416302 250 53 .432 COLT IUC4UM5. .1396*9**** .170 47.8 .421 COIEL CALCIUM56.64 .12127 .13101 32.6 .406

58-64 .1005 .2097 52AL BAIU

56.64 .1290266 .3132 61.0 ....9 NICzzz, CARBON

58.64 .1138 .266 3.0 .4014 OPPE

5.64 .1240866 .3257 66.0 .4050 rOSALTl CARBJON

50.64 .129819 56iE S.2 .4014 NCKEL C~kl

58.64 .1071720 .4404 1 03.3 .4330 UIIII W CARION

59.94 .1255847 .1655 32.s .4029 NICKE CARBO

($f.64 .18 .4** NIKL STOTU

.250 53. ..-

5.64 .09712.3 D .426 NC EI,

58 ~~ ~ ~ ~ /B .18 26 .6 IKL SA-1-M

52.4 .494 STRONTI M RD.DV

._ , , , $ 8 .6 4 . 1 2 9 0 2 9 -9 , , . 3 3 ',. ,.-; ; .
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wavs-~mu'm SOIzIIU ALLWWM ISLOOM AGL GUMs .MuT - ELEaMENT - L
(AT DO03

-vw( 
NORMAL (----..)

(STUD.) (INCIDENCE) (w + DL)
53.23 .1408969 .3492 62.3 .4103 NICKEL, CA"IUM
53.23 .1380450 .3639 66.2 .4133 COBALT CALIUM.53.23 .1332371 .3279 61.9 .4088 CoPr CALCIUM53.23 .1226416 .3664 75.S .4186 IROM CALCIUM
53.23 .1153214 .3656 79.7 .4039 COSALT CARBON53.23 .1117290 .3040 68.4 .4064 COPPER MARIUOS3.23 .0866387 .1620 47.0 .4759 IRON STRONTIUM33.23 .0764517 .1569 50.9 .4062 OMIUM SCANDIUM53.23 .0675662 .14S7 54.2 .4023 ROIIUM APTONxUw53.23 .227478 .3514 73.4 .4020 NIKE CARBON 

."S3.23 .1176248 .3241 69.2 .4076 NICKEL ARIum
53.23 .1044460 .1622 39.0 .4585 NICKEL STRU .IO
53.23 .103611S .2409 53.4 .4238 NICKEL SCANDIUM
53.23 .0671313 .1290 37.2 .4675 NICKIL DTT Z,-53.23 .0825304 .IS34 46.7 .4456 NICKEL JISMUT853.23 .08192 S .1811 ss s ..30 ICEL R53.23 .1197478 .3514 73.6 .4020 NICKEL CARON53.23 .1153214 .3656 79.7 .4039 COBALT CARBON53.23 .1139206 .3298 72.7 .4010 COPPER CARBON53.23 .0987587 .3671 93.4 .4076 IRON CAP"53.23 .0914563 .2267 62.3 .3965 OSm0U CARBON53.23 .0911634 .3649 106.1 .4124 M ,ANGAMU ChRON

48.33 .1273051 3606 75.1 .4105 NICKEL CALCIUM
046.33 .1242407 .3951 79.9 .4135 COBALT CALCIUM46.33 .1200425 .3619 75.6 .4094 cOPmU CALCIUM46.33 .1152597 .4003 37.3 .4011 NICKEL CARION

46.33 .1113426 .4163 94.0 .4030 COLT CARBON46.33 .1001142 .3207 60.5 .4111 COpP LARIUM48.33 .07441" .1715 57.9 .4049 8MIUM SCANDICI46.33 .0667440 .1S52 54.7 .445 I--N STRONTIUM4.33 .0621529 .1394 56.4 .40S9 A, RUNU
46.33 .1152*97 .4003 7. 3 .4011 NICKEL CAN .46.33 .1063237 .3366 60.0 .4122 NICKEL BARIUM48.33 094690 .2675 71.0 .4269 NICKEL SCANDIUM448.33 .0856705 .1590 46.7 .4666 NICKEL, STRONTIUM48.33 .0728979 .1905 65.7 .4364 NICKEL TELLURIUM43.33 .0727610 .1601 62.2 .4409 NICKEL MAGNESIUM46.33 .0719566 .1406 49.1 .4654 NICKEL miSMuTU
46.33 .1152597 .4003 07.3 .4011 NICKEL CARSON40.33 .1113426 .4163 94.0 .4030 COUT CARBON
48.33 .10o887 .364 87.6 .4005 CDP= CA.RB.ON40.33 .0967506 .4215 109. .4064 IONl CARBION .-.
40.33 .002940 .4421 123.1 .4109 MANGANESE C"O
48.33 .0"31246 .4562 127.2 .4131 CANl0OU CARBON.
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NAVE- SOLID 
IOITiN011 3 L I 5 S'MImeoT3 ANGErx a Galsau Ix.rtor - n E.UITr - L -'

(ST .) ( TNOMAL
((TM), U.cz) (m + DL)43.18 .1546158 .5227 15.0 .4004 NICKEL CARO

43.68 .1532514 .5453 69.4 .4022 COBALT43.38 .1461565 .S047 Of. .4000 WPI? CAUUO 
-.-43.33 .1428371 5659 99. .0 IRONCARO

.120585 .4282 96.0 .4139 COBALT CA TIUM43.8 .0067746 .3184 92.2 .4190 COPPER BARIUM43.88 .072819 .1872 64.6 .4049 NIEL SCANDIUM43.38 .059S973 .1369 56.9 .4211 NIKMG

43.38 .1111 .4139 90.3 .410 NICKEL CALIUM43.11 .0936271 .1366 90.3 .4207 NICKEL iYJ n-43.0 .0966149 BRIUM
43.38 .0682795 .1544 54.9 .4727 NICKL STRONTI43.68 .0666384 .2067 70.0 .441 NICK CNSAR O43.88 .0642230 .1998 78.2 .4420 NICN CAON43.8 .1 76654 .1896 10 .3 .4 9 4 uImoaz s.494 NIKL.LV88U

3.86 .1539554 .543 19.4 .4022 COBALT CARBON43.88 .1461565 .5047 86.5 .4000 CPPKER CAO.43.68 .1428371 .5659 99.6 .4054 Citn CAUBON43.8 .1417442 .6136 108.8 .4116 C OMIUM CARBO4318 .1404203 .598 106.8 .409S NGA, CARBON43.88 .1169952 .662 132.4 .4193 VANDIUM CAROM

39.14 .1057866 .4523 107.5 .4111 NCKEL CACIUM
39.54 .07 .1533 63.7 .411 CI LA I39.34 .093779 .1430 16.1 .4104 OPIU CALCIUM39.84 .0911169 .42 7 .4199 0 CLCIUM

39.64 .0711220 .3330 10.2 .4302 NCBAL. BARIUM

I39.64 .0730132 .3135 1074 .4282 NCPPER SCANDIUM39.84 .057310 .1593 98.7 .4086 ICKiLl NMIEIU1439.84 .05437 9 .1430 71.1 .4111 NIKL TETLURUM39.34 .0509411 .1424 70.3 .4045 TRIDIUM TITANIUM
39.84 .0519720 .1360 63.3 .4122 NICKEL ARIUM39.04 .0801323 9.17 704.1 .49 SCADU39.84 .06078 .029 46.9 .4413 NIUM39.64 .0573591 .2131 66 . ..466 CPEL CZOIU439.64 .057052 .1620 46.3 .4700 OIUMSROTIUM39•4 .0245055 46.0 71.6 .436 IR ImUM TIAMO %

Ve39.94 .0519730 .1360 6.9' .4129 amium "AN'.TIM39- -46s .10 6.S .4882 ICKLU CARIO
39.84 .0399549 .17 74..1 .4960 COAL CP
3•8 .3870 . .6 $8+ .9 .4861 COPPER, CARBION

39.64 .0343292 .0628 46.0 .4369 IRIDIUM AROM
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NAVE- SOLID 
MINIMUM 

-AL-W is 5

LIN= ANGLE a N GJA ELDKT - N LUT - L

(AT ) (an
-

(NORIAL) (-)
(STmAD.) (INClIDcE) (m + DL)

36.17 .1079293 .5142 119.7 .4117 NICKEL CALIUM

36.17 .1052996 .5291 126.3 .4149 COBALT CALIUM
36.17 .0992654 .4194 123.9 .4107 COPPER C CIUN
36.17 .0954722 .S373 141.4 .4205 ift0N CALCIU-

36.17 .0711410 .3796 134.1 .4346 COBALT SCANDIUM
36.17 .0522236 .3063 124.S .4352 COPPER OIM-
36.17 .0540300 .1780 62.8 .4082 1UhNIUM MAGNESIUM
36.17 .0508651 .1696 33.8 .4065 OSMIUM TITANIUM
36.17 .0478646 .1425 74.6 .4101 IRIDIUM TEI.LURIUM

36.17 .0752697 .3749 125.2 .4296 NICKEL SCANDIUM
36.17 .0695033 .3331 120.4 .4383 NICKEL BARIUM
36.17 .0551092 .2684 122.4 .4426 NICOL MAGNESIUM
36.17 .0513606 .1736 65.0 .4073 RAlIUM TITANIUM
36.17 .0512625 .2316 113.5 .4514 NICKEL TELLURIUM
36.17 .0479842 .1706 69.4 .4792 NICKEL STRONTIUM
36.17 .0478914 .1461 76.7 .4129 RHENUM ANTIMONY

36.17 .0357930 .0844 59.3 .4354 DU:IIUM CARBON36.17 .0353166 .0823 s.s .4339 OSMIUM CARBON

36.17 .0337626 .1239 92.2 .4855 ICKEL CARBON
36.17 .0334559 .0767 57.6 .4316 IRIDIUM CARBON36.17 .0299301 .1195 100.3 .4932 COBALT CARON

36.17 .0291180 .1077 93.0 .4829 COPPER CARBON

32.84 .0760355 .4343 143.6 .4301 NICKEL SCANDIUM
32.64 .0723791 .4406 153.0 .4351 COBALT SCANDIUM
32.64 .0663620 .4050 148.9 .4280 COPPER SCANDIUM4

32.04 .0635668 .2577 101.9 .4035 NUM SCANDIUM

32.64 .0550472 .3391 154.6 .449S COBALT BARIUM
32.64 .0S02503 .2113 105.7 .4777 COPPER CACIUM
32.84 .0501497 .1923 96.4 .407S OSMIUM MAGhESIUM
32.84 .0490919 .19S0 99.6 .4071 3IUM TITANIUM
32.84 .0447508 .1538 86.4 .4100 IRIDIUM TELLURIUM

32.84 .0593562 .3390 143.6 .4445 NICE L BARIUM ' ..
32.64 .056657 .2343 103.9 .4610 NICKEL CAL.IUM
32.64 .0501497 .1923 96.4 .4075 smiUM MAGNESIUM
32.64 .0492293 .1901 97.0 .4059 OSMIUM TITANIUM
32.64 .0469274 .1623 66.9 .4111 OSMIUM TELLURIUM
32.84 .0451732 .12 64.1 .4143 Osmium CADMIUM
32.14 .0446234 .1536 66.6 .4123 ONIUM ANTIMONY

32.34 .0343240 .0969 72.4 .4276 OMIUM CRB'-
32.64 .0339402 .1005 74.S .4291 R=IUM CARBON .
32.84 .0327516 .0936 71.9 .42S2 IRIDIUM CARBON
32.84 .0282222 .1377 122.6 .4629 NICKEL CARBON
32.84 .0267596 .0600 75.2 .4266 MPATINUM CARBON
32.64 .0263087 .0646 60.6 .4329 TUNGSTE CARBON

IWE A-16-1
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&r-16-f l-i

cUVE- 
UlOLZD 

NINIMuIN Z ALLO S IS "
Ju ~WA E SOLID i:-

LmGum MUGLB a vau U.3NUI mim a U.Ma L

(AT USDI
l l .-. ~~( m aL.. .I ) ( - . - _)" 

-
(STEW.) (INCIDNCE) (Ofil + DL)

29.31 .0559120 .3150 141.6 .4664 NICKEL CADMIUM
29.81 .0517950 .3143 152.5 .4723 COBALT CA136fum29.1 .050925 .1887 93.2 .4165 Osm UO29.31 .0506611 .3495 173.4 .4495 NICKELSrU29.31 .0497994 .2153 103.9 .406 MIWclu BAIUM29.31 .0488977 .2241 115.2 .4101 

'IUM TITANIUM29.61 .0448404 .2053 115.1 .4051 IRIDIUM MAGNESIUM29.91 .0404993 .2344 145.5 .4698 COBALT CAC IUM29.81 .0371?S5 S46 104.5 .4100 PATI NUM TE

29.31 .0506611 .4S 173.4 .4495 NICEL SAUy29.81 .0501451 .3S64 173.6 .4469 NICKEL TITANIUM29.31 .0472553 .2156 114.7 .4075 OSMIUM MAGEsIUM29.61 .0446543 .1705 100.S .4125 OSMIUM TELLURIUM29.81 .0444710 .2375 134.2 .4836 NICKEL CALCIUM29.61 .0429494 .1712 100.2 .4135 OSMIUM29.31 .0339660 .1702 109.3 .4844 SCANDIUM4 NICKEL
29.31 .0335623 .1198 89.7 .4226 OSMUM CARBON29.31 .0323004 .1196 93.1 .4252 -RENUUM CAROON29.31 .0317616 .1129 89.3 .4213 IRIDIUM CARBON29.31 .0276681 .1013 92.1 .4211 PLATIM CARBON29.31 .0248609 .0993 100.4 .4271 TUNGSTEN CROON29.61 .0243413 .1563 161.4 .4607 NICKEL CARBON

27.07 .0440227 .1953 111.5 .4631 TITANIUM NICKEL

27.07 .0432704 .3640 211.4 .4547 NICKEL BAIUM27.07 .0426534 .2264 1334 .4123 PJMNIUN ARIUM
27.07 .0436691 .2223 123.3 .4108 OMIUM BARIUM27.07 .0411376 .2393 146.2 .4062 

"'-um 
MGMUIU127.07 .0393512 .1351 116.2 .4119 IRIDIUM TELLURIUM27.07 .0354477 .1709 121.2 .4120 PLATINUM ANTIMONY27.07 .0315363 .2351 137.4 .4938 COBALT CALIUM

17.07 .0436691 .2228 128.3 .4108 OSMIUM lARIUM27.07 .0422787 .2356 140.1 .4051 OSMIUM MAGESIUM27.07 .0413935 .1949 113.3 .4136 OSmQum TELLURIUM27.07 .0413027 .1975 120.2 .4566 TITANIUM COBALT27.07 .0406097 .1912 117.7 .4136 OBMIUM NTIyNY27.07 .0397765 .1733 109.5 .4630 TITANIUM COPPER27.07 .0373478 .1s51 101.6 .4237 OIIUM cum
27.07 .0308451 .1362 112.6 .4187 OSMIUM CARBON27.07 .0295013 .1312 111.3 .4174 IRIDIUM CROO27.07 .0294847 .1373 117.1 .4211 RIIUM CAiON27.07 .0267463 .1220 114.6 .4178 PLATINUM C.R.O.27.07 .02S0122 .1218 122.4 .4210 2UN0ST3V CARBON27.07 .0217227 .1064 123.1 .4193 GOLD CAPON

7thBL A-16-1
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A-16-12

MINIMUM Z ALLOWED IS S
WAV*- SOLID

LENG0TH ANGLE m N UA ELM NT 8 ELT - L

( AT ) (t
(NORMAL ) (- )

(STElM .) (INCIDENCE) (00 + DL)

24.57 .0589870 .4673 199.1 .4647 NICKEL VANADIUM

24.S7 .0550003 .4679 213.8 .4706 COBALT VANADIUM
24.57 .0534553 .4317 203.0 .4602 COPPER VANADIUM

8 24.57 .0495336 .2631 133.5 .4117 OMRIUM VANADIUM

24.57 .0439456 .2266 129.6 .4153 OSMIUM ANTINONY
24.57 .0397926 .2199 138.9 .4164 RHEIUM TELLURIUM
24.57 .0375870 .2215 148.1 .4092 IRIDIUM BARIUM
24.57 .0335641 .2346 175.6 .4027 PLATINUM MAGQESIU1.
24.57 .029295 .1562 135.7 .4251 TUNGSTEN CALCIUM

24.57 .0478218 .3931 206.6 .4708 NICKEL ANTIMONY
24.57 .041226 .3663 223.3 .4694 NICKEL TELLURIUM
24.57 .0393335 .2317 148.1 .4099 OSMIUM BARIUM
24.57 .0385689 .2536 15.3 .4024 OSMIUM NAGNESIU..
24.57 .0339583 .1657 122.6 .4209 OSMIUM CALCIUM
24.57 .0321228 .1905 149.0 .4102 OSMIUH SILICON
24.57 .0318004 .1930 152.5 .4087 OSMIUM BORON

24.57 .0292276 .1583 136.1 .4153 OSMIUM CARBON
24.57 .0280091 .1512 135.7 .4144 IRIDIUM CARBON
24.57 .0277751 .1569 142.0 .4175 RHENIUM CARBON
24.57 .0248382 .1416 143.3 .4151 PLATINUM CARBON
24.57 .0240935 .1453 152.1 .4191 TUNGSTI CARBON
24.57 .0207348 .1268 153.6 .4157 COLD CARBON

22.31 .0537077 .4944 211.7 .4764 NICKEL TELLURIUM-

22.31 .0547751 .4643 213.0 .4704 COPPER TELLURIUM
22.31 .0543757 .4932 228.0 .4817 COBALT TELLURIUM
22.31 .0506030 .2839 141.0 .4164 OSMIUM TELLURIUM

22.31 .0370208 .2523 171.3 .4096 CSMIUM4 BARIUM
22.31 .0351164 .2868 205.2 .4014 RHENIUM MAGNESIUM
22.31 .0307373 .1008 147.9 .4179 IRIDIUM CALCIUM
22.31 .0254956 .1901 187.4 .4065 PLATINUM SILICON
22.31 .0248302 .2095 212.1 .4110 RIlNGSTEN BORON

22.31 .0370208 .2523 171.3 .4096 OSIUN BARIUM
22.31 .0364557 .2326 194.8 .4005 OSMIUM MAGNESIUM
22.31 .0325643 .1913 147.6 .4190 OSKIUM CALCIUM
22.31 .0310585 .2193 177.5 .4099 OSKIUM SILICON
22.31 .0307443 .2218 131.3 .4100 OSMIUM BORON -
22.31 .0301941 .4525 376.6 .4899 TELLURIUM ALUMINUM
22.31 .0301082 .1776 148.3 .4190 OSMIUM STRONTIUM

22.31 .0285935 .1869 164.3 .4140 OSMIUM CARBON
22.31 .0271443 .1777 164.5 .4120 IRIDIUM CARBON
22.31 .0270823 .1861 172.7 .4151 RNIUM CARBON
22.31 .0249870 .3686 370.8 .4934 CARBON TELLURIUM
22.31 .0232579 .1593 172.7 .4105 PLATINUM CARON
22.31 .0227131 .1716 189.9 .4165 TUNGSTEN CARBON

T.BLE A-16-1
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A-16-13

Wv- lOLD SOLII
LINGT APOLS a v GANSA XEBINT R U.EIT -L -

AT ) (a )n
(UOUL) (-)

(STAD.) (INCIDmRCU) (Dm4 DL)

20.25 .0339823 .2765 204.5 .4094 Osmium BARIUM

20.25 .0332007 .3121 236.2 .3992 OSMIUM MAGNESIUM
20.25 .0325598 .2639 203.7 .4086 IRIDIUM sUR-M
20.25 .0323915 .2740 212.6 .4104 lum MARIUM

20.25 .0319222 .2981 234.7 .3987 IRIDIUM AIGNESIUM
20.25 .0234748 .2136 166.S .4197 XSENIUM CALCIUM
20.25 .0247290 .2198 223.3 .4087 PLATINTM SILICON
20.25 .0226086 .2336 259.7 .4106 TNGSTZI DORM
20.25 .0169470 .1953 259.0 .4065 GOLD ALUMINUM

20.25 .0332007 .3121 236.2 .3992 OSMIUM IaiimSIUM
20.2S .0300769 .2171 181.4 .4193 OSMIUM CACIUM
20.25 .0287069 .2479 217.1 .4095 OSMIUN SILICON
20.25 .0283770 .2521 223.3 .4077 OSMIUM BORON
20.25 .0278996 .2012 181.3 .4199 OSMIUM STRONTIUM
20.25 .0278450 .2465 222.S .4084 OSMUm ALUMINUM
20.25 .0274745 .2199 201.2 .4144 OSMIUM MANGANWES

20.25 .0266681 .2152 202.8 .4145 OSMIUM CARBON Vs-
20.25 .0256515 .2063 202.1 .4116 IRIDIUM CAR "O
20.25 .0250631 .2113 211.8 .4140 UItIUM CARBON
20.25 .0226531 .1905 209.6 .4105 PLATINUM CARBON
20.25 .0209166 .1958 235.3 .4153 2GSTi CARBON
20.25 .0177950 .1661 234.6 .4111 GOLD CARBON

13.39 .0309529 .3076 249.8 .4102 PRIIUM BARIUM

18.39 .0308980 .2965 241.1 .4085 OSMIUM DAR.UM
13.39 .0296619 .3336 282.6 .3976 OSMIUM MMISIU4
18.39 .0296399 .2690 245.1 .4085 IRIDIUM BARIUM

13.39 .0296619 .3336 282.6 .3976 OSMIUM NkESIUM .K

13.39 .0260553 .2326 224.3 .4175 IRIDIUM CALCIUM
13.39 .0229614 .2S07 274.4 .4069 PLATINUM SILICON
13.39 .0212646 .2696 318.7 .4082 GST3I BORON ."..

13.39 .0134273 .2265 309.0 .4065 GOLD ALUMINUM

13.39 .026619 .3336 202.6 .3976 OmUM MAG6 "IUM
13.39 .0272578 .2391 220.5 .4186 OmMIM CA.IUM
13.39 .0260220 .2719 262.6 .4069 OM4 SILICON
18.39 .0257311 .2775 271.1 .4048 OSMIUM BORON
13.39 .0253663 .2220 219.6 .4185 OSMIUM STRONTIUM
13.39 .0253062 .2716 269.9 .4056 OSMIUM ALUMINUM
16.39 .0247455 .2220 225.5 .4170 OSIUM LANTUM

13.39 .0244106 .2396 246.7 .4137 OSMIUM CARBON

10.39 .0241044 .2465 257.0 .4157 1JNU CARBON
18.39 .0233136 .2324 250.5 .4137 IRIDIUM CAPBON
18.39 .0214251 .2201 258.2 .4116 PlATINUM CARBON
13.39 .0199102 .2289 239.0 .4157 TUNGST3 CARBON
13.39 .0175305 .1976 283.2 .4103 GOLD CARBON

TABLE A-16-1

(CONTINUED)
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A-16-14

MINIMUM Z ALLWED is 5
WAVE- SOLID .

LINTE AIOLS it U GAIIA UEEMET 3 U .UINT - L

AT ) ( DO )
(NORMAL) (---) "-.

(STIRAD.) (INCIDDMCZ) (D + DL)

16.69 .0302132 .3386 231.7 .4084 OSIUm BARIUM

16.69 .0297302 .3479 294.0 .4102 3mIUM BAIUM
16.69 .0287199 .3221 231.3 .4075 IRIDIUM BARIUM
16.69 .0273713 .3702 339.9 .3968 OSMIUM MAGNESIUM

16.69 .0267169 .3813 358.7 .3976 RUNIUM MAGNESIUM
26.69 .0243132 .2596 268.3 .4173 ZRIDIUM CACIUM
16.69 .0206375 .2757 335.7 .4049 PLATINUM SILICON
16.69 .0196983 .2424 309.2 .4251 TUNGSTEN LjUUM"."
16.69 .0171050 .2583 379.6 .4036 GOLD BORON

16.69 .0273713 .3702 339.9 .3968 QSMIUM MGNZSIUM
16.69 .0256000 .2738 268.8 .4187 OMIUm CALCIUM
16.69 .0243656 .2565 264.6 .4216 OSMIUM LANT.UNUM
16.69 .0243319 .3095 319.7 .4055 OSmIUM SILICON
16.69 .0240029 .3154 330.3 .4033 QSMIUM BORON
16.69 .0239109 .2538 266.8 .4202 OSMIUM STRONTIUM
16.69 .0236605 .3093 328.6 .4042 OSMIUM ALUMINUM

16.69 .0229770 .2769 302.8 .4117 OSMIUM CARBON"
16.69 .0221826 .2813 318.7 .4137 mi1U m CARBON .
16.69 .0218954 .2627 301.5 .4106 IRIDIUM4 ARSON
16.69 .0193696 .2445 317.2 .4110 PLATINUM CtRDOW '
16.69 .0183018 .2606 357.9 .4164 TUNGSTEN CARBON
16.69 .0162076 .2223 346.8 .4104 GOLD CAPN

15.16 .0292044 .3349 286.2 .4220 OSMIUM LANTRUNUM

25.26 .0237399 .3428 299.7 .4248 3I4UM LANTHUNUM
15.16 .0279035 .3204 28.6 .4205 IRIDIUM LANT.UNUM
15.16 .0255027 .3032 298.8 .4203 PLATINUM L-NTHUNUMH

15.16 .0239363 .4169 437.6 .3968 RmEIUM M4IUSIUM .. .r-
15.16 .0224158 .2959 331.7 .4156 IRIDIU4 CALCIUM
15.16 .0192690 .3115 406.3 .4034 PLATINUM SILICON
15.16 .0178079 .2569 362.5 .4207 TUNGSTEN CERIUM
15.16 .0160911 .2949 460.7 .4019 GOLD BORON

15.16 .0246393 .4054 413.S .3961 OSMIUM MAGNESIUM
15.16 .0234231 .3098 332.4 .4169 OSMIUM CALCIUM
15.16 .0221929 2723 306.4 .4263 OSMIUM CZRIU,.
15.16 .0221246 .3458 392.9 .4042 OBMIUM SILICON
15.16 .0219311 .2363 328.1 .4206 OSMIUM STRONTIUM
15.16 .0217801 .3524 406.7 .4019 OSMIUM BORON
15.16 .0215220 .3461 404.2 .4029 OSKIU4 ALU4INU4

15.16 .0210262 .3144 375.7 .4098 OSMIUM CARBON
15.16 .0202206 .3192 396.6 .4116 RIUM CARBON15.16 .0201752 .3002 374.0 .4068 IRIDIUM CARBON
15.16 .0182316 .2815 333.0 .4037 PLATINUM CARBON
15.16 .0166678 .2975 443.5 .4143 T-UNGSTEN CARBON -
15.16 .0153261 .2581 423.2 .4097 GOLD CARBON

TRBLE A-16-1
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A-16-15

URVE-MIND=U 2 ALL40M IS !jNAVE- SOLID

L wITB GLZ 1 U I B.IT - EmIN - L

(AT ) (on) 12
(NlOIAL) (--)

(STRAD.) (NOCRMc) (B DL)

13.76 .0213118 .4399 504.6 .3954 OSMIUM NRSGNUID.

13.76 .0211930 .4515 535.5 .3961 ltI1UM II.4EI..
13.76 .0211527 .4224 501.9 .3951 IRIDIUM MAGESIUM
13.76 .0211250 .3460 411.7 .4153 OSMIUM CALCIUM

13.76 .0204095 .3515 432.8 .4176 UM CALCIU-
13.76 .011161 .361 431.4 .4024 IRIDIUM SILICON
13.76 .0173747 .2657 364.4 .4249 PLATZNUM PRASBODDIIUM
13.76 .015765 .3014 400.5 .4258 ,,hsTh STRONTIUM
13.76 .0146315 .3313 s69.9 .4006 GOLD BORON

13.76 .0211250 .3460 411.7 .4153 OSMIUM CALCIUM
13.76 .0198059 .2942 371.4 .4284 0SMIUM PASDODYNIUM
13.76 .0199436 .3201 405.5 .4195 OMIUM STRONTIUM
13.76 .0198362 .3818 433.7 .4031 OSMIUM SILICON
13.76 .0194321 .3390 501.9 .4007 OSMIUM DORON
13.76 .0193073 .3826 493.1 .4017 OSMIUM ALUMINUM
13.76 .0189510 .3517 466.5 .4081 OSKIUM CARBON

13.76 .0189510 .3517 466.5 .4081 OSMIUM CA""ON
13.76 .0162505 .3371 464.2 .4072 IRIDIUM CARBON
13.76 .0181562 .3568 493.9 .4100 R3NIUM CARBON ..
13.76 .0166332 .3192 482.3 .4071 PLATINUM CARBON
13.76 .0149249 .3341 562.6 .4124 TNGTI CARBON "
13.76 .0140595 .2950 527.4 .4080 GOLD CARBON

12.49 .0193475 .4748 616.7 .3949 OSMIUM IAGNESIUM

12.49 .0138726 .3929 509.9 .4141 OSMIUM CALCIUM
12.49 .0137512 .4574 613.1 .3946 IRIDIUM MAGNESIUM
12.49 .0136313 .4856 655.1 .3956 NIUM MINESIUM

12.49 .0132078 .3685 508.7 .4128 IRIDIUM CAIUM
12.49 .0170538 .3587 529.7 .4212 3iN1UM STRONTIUM
12.49 .0156572 .3848 617.6 .4014 PLATINUM SILICON
12.49 .0135991 .4122 761.9 .4023 2101GSTE4 BORON .,-

12.49 .0130211 .3618 698.3 .4006 GOLD ALUMINUM

12.d9 .0188728 .3029 509.9 .4141 OSMIU4 CALCIUM
12.49 .0178007 .3554 501.3 .4135 OSMIUM STRONTIUM
12.49 .0176234 .4132 596.4 .4022 OSMIU4M SILICON
12.49 .0172605 .4257 19.9 .3997 OSMIUM BORON
12.49 .0171634 .4196 614.3 .4007 OSmIUM ALUMINUM
12.49 .0169050 .3393 S79.5 .4067 OSMIUM CARBON
12.49 .0165797 .3248 492.4 .4238 OSIUM ZiNC
12.49 .0169050 .3898 S79.5 .4067 OmIuM CARBON
12.49 .0163405 .3749 576.6 .4053 IRIDIUM CARBON

12.49 .0161360 .3945 614.4 .4034 am ium CARBON
12.49 .0149S61 .3570 s99.9 .4057 PIATINUM C O
12.49 .0131850 .3703 705.9 .410 ' s CARBON

12.49 .0127047 .3320 656.6 .4065 GOLD CARBON

TABLE A-16-1
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A-16-16

4: .34 .0SL2 .MINIMUM z [ Om is S

1,1u101 ANGLE R H maAIK maiNNW 5 BW I,

(NmAL) (--)
(SINAD.) (IIIIUIE (US DL)

11.34 .0170552 .3735 557.6 .4262 OSMIUM EROPIWE

11.34 .0169669 .5103 755.9 .3945 OSMIUM NGISZ"IU-
11.34 .0166923 .4203 633.6 .4129 OSIaUm CALCIUM
11.34 .0165173 .4938 751.3 .3942 IRIDIUM IEGNXSIUM

11.34 .0165173 .4938 751.3 .3942 IRIDIUM IkUESIUM
11.34 .0160507 .4259 $6.9 .4151 Ri UO CALCIUM-.
11.34 .0140611 .3614 644.6 .4163 PIATIUM STRONTIUM
11.34 .0122346 .4387 903.7 .4044 TUNGTSM SILICON
11.34 .0116782 .4063 874.5 .3987 GOLD I .O

11.34 .0169669 .5103 755.9 .3945 o8110 NNwbSzw
11.34 .0166923 .4206 633.6 .4129 OSMIUN CALCIUM

11.34 .0158163 .3918 622.6 .4177 OSMIM STRONTIUM
11.34 .0155041 .4551 737.6 .4014 OSMIUM SILICON
21.34 .0151326 .4628 768.7 .3988 ONIUK BORON
11.34 .0151226 .4570 759.5 .3999 OSNIUM ALUMINUM
11.34 .0149117 .4283 721.9 .4054 OSMIUM CARON

11.34 .0149117 .4293 721.9 A405 OSMIUM CAR&ON ..

' 11.34 .0144763 .4137 718.3 .4046 IRIDIUM CARBON
11.34 .0142254 .4333 765.5 .4071 R4IUM CARBON
11.34 .0133126 .3960 747.7 .4045 PLATINUM CAP"O
11.34 .0115034 .4067 588.5 .4093 5UNGS!34 CRBON
11.34 .0113888 .3713 819.3 .4052 GOLD WeO

10.30 .0155575 .4428 715.4 .4192 OSMIUM GMuiUAm.

10.30 .0151101 .4298 714.4 .4173 IRIDIUM GERAN"IUM
10.30 .0150244 .4479 749.2 .4219 11IUM GERA4IUM
10.30 .0147759 .5443 926.6 .3941 OSMIUM NhawrSoIM

10.30 .0144376 .5289 920.8 .3938 IRIDIUM MkGMSIUM *.
10.30 .0139776 .4621 331.0 .4140 NIIUt CALCIUM
10.30 .0124402 .3970 302.1 .4155 PIATIVUM STRONTIUM
10.30 .0105349 .4358 1039.6 .4005 OLD SILICON
10.30 .0100792 .4732 1179.9 .4017 TUNGSTEN ALUMINUM

10.30 .0147759 .5448 326.6 .3941 OSMIUM NMkGF.SIM N

10.30 .0145311 .4S63 790.0 .4118 OSMIUM CALCIUM
10.30 .0133409 .4267 774.3 .4169 OmIUNm STRONTIUM
10.30 .0134360 .4097 916.0 .4007 OMNIUM SILICON
10.30 .0131331 .4923 941.8 .3992 OSMIUM ALUMINUM
10.30 .0130606 .4973 957.0 .3930 OSMIUM DOKN
20.30 .0129370 .464S 902.S .4043 08IUM CAPN•***g**,*** ** **** ************************ ********** .:

10.30 .0229370 .4645 902.5 .4043 OSMIUM CARBON
10.30 .0124053 .403 697.3 .4035 IRIDIUM CARBON
1 10.30 .0223470 .4699 956.6 .4053 6IUM CARBON
10.30 .0116523 .4332 034.3 .4034 PIATINUM CAPON
10.30 .0100344 .4091 1024.7 .4041 GOLD CAP"ON
10.30 .0091322 .4400 1124.7 .4078 TUMGSTR CAP"

TBZ &-16-1
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A-16-17

aUV.- SOLID

(AT ) BE
C OUW ) -)

(STS .) (00ZD B (g l,
I.

9.35 .0128618 .4041 709.7 .4377 mNum NUhsIUM-

9.35 .0125407 .3930 767.5 .4357 IRIDIM lamnulmsz
9.35 .0124796 .4906 988.0 .4108 U9NION CALCIUM
9.35 .0123989 .4076 626.2 .4416 ISSION 3IkGSION

9.35 .0121904 .4777 984.6 .4097 IRIDUm CALCIUM
9.35 .0114960 .461 1016.6 .4167 1ONiuN STRONTIUM
9.35 .0105109 .4926 1177.9 .3994 HATI UM SILICON
9.35 .0090101 .4747 1324.0 .3984 GOLD ALUMINUM
9.35 .0064470 .5226 1554.9 .4001 IOIUM lOl"-

9.35 .012479% .4906 966.0 .4106 GSNIUN CARI.I..
9.35 .0119599 .4603 967.3 .4161 OSIUM xTRONTIIM
9.35 .0115026 .5222 1140.9 .4000 OSIuM SILICON
9.35 .0113097 .5260 1166.6 .3985 OSMIUM ALUM4INUM
9.35 .0111230 .5293 1195.9 .3972 OSMIUM BORON
9.35 .0110657 .4965 1132.3 .4032 oSMIUm CARSON
9.35 .0102644 .3264 797.5 .4464 1SMIUM LINIUM

9.35 .0110657 .4985 1132.3 .4032 OSMIUM CRSON
9.35 .0106284 .4650 1125.6 .4024 IRIDIUM CARION
9.35 .0105865 .5052 1199.3 .4046 hMIU14 CAR11NA9.35 .0100744 .4669 1169.7 .4024 PlaTINum CARBON
9.35 .0087317 .4457 1262.8 .4030 GOLD CUBON
9.35 .0063461 .4841 1457.7 .4078 bODIUm CARBON

8.49 .0115547 .3882 844.4 .4555 OmU!M TULIUM

"8.49 .0113271 .3787 840.2 .4530 IRtIDIUM 2JLIUM
8.49 .0111940 .3930 882.3 .4586 ISEIUM THIUM N
6.49 .0106539 .3659 863.3 .4528 PlATINUM TULIUM

6.49 .0103209 .5066 1236.6 .4088 IRIDIUM CALCIUM
6.49 .0096701 .4259 1064.6 .4402 R=N1UM NMRNESIUM
8.49 .0093521 .4654 1250.7 .4140 PLATINUM STRONTIUM

0.49 .0076947 .5117 1629.1 .3976 GOWD ALUMINUM

8.49 .0077362 .5585 1607.9 .4032 NDDIWU SILICON

8.49 .0105097 .5205 1244.6 .4099 OSMIUM CAIUM'
8.49 .0102465 .4221 1035.3 .4363 0SMIUM NAt-IUM-
6,49 .0101469 .4908 1215.7 .4154 OsmiON STRONTIUM
1.49 .0096752 .5S11 1431.5 .3994 OSMIUM SILICON
8.49 .0096711 .5561 1450.4 .3960 OSMIUM ALUMINUM
6.49 .0092093 .5570 1507.1 .3966 OMIUM BORON
8.49 .0092718 .5264 1432.2 .4021 CBMIUM CARBON

8.49 .0092710 .5264 1432.2 .4021 OSpIUM CNN"O
8.49 .0091235 S5159 1421.1 .4014 IRIDIUM CARBON -

6.49 .0066936 .5365 1516.2 .4036 1ANUM CRO"
6.49 .0065617 .5014 1472.0 .4014 PlATINUM CARSION
6.49 .0074784 .4796 1611.7 .4019 GOWD CRBO"
6.49 .0073021 .5275 1615.6 .4069 O0DION CARBON
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7.71 .00l5990 .3456 1594.5 .40l ONID CALCIUM

7.71 .0085197 .5356 1580.1 .4078 IRIDIUM CALIW
* 7.71 .0083859 .5163 1S47.4 .4146 mNZW STRONTIW

7.71 .0083525 .S549 1669.8 .4109 RW1MUN CALNCIWI

7.71 .0083063 .5069 1533.7 .4134 IRIDIUM STRONTIUM
7.71 .0080549 .4500 1404.1 .4389 viNi W. N IUWI
7.71 .0075324 .5540 1048.3 .3982 PLATIW ILZCON
7.71 .0063541 .5710 2258.3 .4061 RoSI u CANO
7.72 .0063348 .S389 2238.2 .3958 GOLD BOhm

7.71 .00385S9 .5163 1547.4 .4146 DEIGwI STRWTUM
7.71 .0083264 .444f 1342.7 .4349 08NZNU MRINI ..%
7.71 .0079439 575S 1820.8 .3987 WmWI SILICON
7.71 .0075345 .5521 1841.S .4012 OSNsiW CARBON
7.71 .0075335 .5769 1931.2 3C .IGWN DON-

7.71 .0074203 .3665 1241.2 .4524 OSIUN ALUMIIUN
7.71 .0070121 .4362 1S63.4 .4263 OSNIWI SCUDIU1

7.71 .0075345 .521 1841.S .4012 oSNiuW CARBON
7.71 .0074839 .5416 1818.8 .400S IRIDIUM CARBON
7.71 .0072576 .5618 1945.6 .4025 lENIZUN CARBI
7.71 .0071260 .5303 1870.4 .4005 PLATINUM CARO
7.71 .0063541 .S710 2258.3 .4061 IUODIUM CAPON
7.71 .0063302 .5848 2321.9 .4077 R.IWT I CARBON

7.00 .0066911 .SS21 2073.7 .4068 IRIDIWM CALCIUM

4 7.00 ,0066423 ,5222 1987.3 ,4129 TIRI STRONT-;.IU-
7.00 .0066146 .5575 2110.4 :4078 O6NKNI CALCIUN
7.00 .0065676 .5475 2095.0 .4068 IPLATINUM CALCIUM

7.00 .006S556 S5300 2020.9 .4140 coNIWI STRONTIUM
7.00 .0063143 .4468 1778.3 .4316 PLATI IMIZSIUK .. l
7.00 .0061640 .6070 2474.4 .3992 IhIWI SILICON
7.00 .0054731 .6117 280t.6 .40S3 mIOIu CARBON

7.00 .0053958 .6504 3066.9 .3994 JUNIWI BORON

7.00 .0066423 .5252 1987.3 .429 IRIDIWI STRONTIUM
7.00 .0064464 .4516 1710.8 .4318 IRIDIWI NWJESIU4
7.00 .0063424 .5847 2316.8 .3976 2IDIUN SZLICON
7.00 .00582S3 .S806 2504.8 .39S0 IRIDIWU BORON
7.00 .005210 .5558 2399.7 .3997 IRIDIUM CARBOM
7.00 .0054355 .4436 20S1.1 .4233 ZRIDIUM SCANDIUM
7.00 .00S4105 .3602 1673.4 .4500 IRIDIW ALUMINUM

7.00 .0058210 .S558 2399.7 .3997 IRIDIUM CARBON
7.00 ,00S7301 .5615 2462.3 .4003 OSIUM CAR"O
7.00 ,00S7072 ,SS09 2425.8 .3997 PLATINUM CARBON
7.00 .0056282 ,S760 2572.0 .4016 UmiWm CARBON
7.00 .0054738 .6117 2801.6 .4053 NIODIU CARBON
7.00 .0054433 .6262 2891.3 .4070 ITHEIU CARBON
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6.35 .0055529 .6443 2916.0 .4149 mmlim CACUx

6.35 .0055303 .6573 2937.2 .4176 W ZnUWE CALCIUM
6.35 .0053529 .5329 2501.8 .4475 RODIUN NhGESZUM
6.35 .0053116 .5434 2571.3 .4522 JT.MZUM N BSQUIIm

6.35 .0053116 .S434 2571.3 .4522 WIEIUM NKGS!UM
6.35 .0043115 .3657 2131.7 .4526 PIATnUm STE NTI
6.35 .0041620 .3707 2230.6 .4521 GODD SILICON
6.35 .0036517 .6051 4164.5 .4051 SIL CARONm
6.35 .0036169 .6026 4187.2 .3965 NICKEL DORN

6.35 .0053529 .5329 2501.3 .4475 UONr ru3STW .i
6.35 .0051526 .4503 2196.5 .4716 aOiu S7TROSTmi
6.35 .0051057 .4571 2250.0 .4689 OOiWI SILICON
6.35 .0046690 .6501 3499.4 .4046 ODIN CARBON
6.35 .0046169 .6783 3692.5 .3976 OOIUW DOnON
6.35 .0044289 .4994 2833.7 .4450 UODIWS TIr"IUM
6.35 .0044136 .5226 2975.9 .4368 RHODIUW 3CANDIU-M

6.35 .0046690 .6501 3499.4 .4046 FDMIW CARBON
6.35 .0046173 .6639 3613.6 .4064 iniTmiu CASION
6.35 .0040042 .5440 3414.4 .3989 .ATINUM CAR.ON
6.35 .0039062 .5457 3510.9 .3993 GOLD CAPO
6.35 .0036517 .6051 4164.5 .4051 SILYVER cAuR
6.35 .0036100 .5730 3989.1 .4024 NICK1L CARBON
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